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This thesis is concerned with Content-based Image Retrieval (CBIR), a task of
searching for images in a large repository based on their visual contents. In partic-
ular, we target at seeking semantically similar images, which correspond more to
human needs. The current state-of-the-art solutions model image semantics by pop-
ular semantic concepts such as objects (e.g., \dog", \person"), events (e.g.,\sports",
\birthday"), or scene (e.g., \outdoor", \wild"). Such high-level semantic concepts
have been shown to be promising for CBIR. However, its progress is hampered by
the \semantic gap" between the extracted low-level visual features and the desired
high-level semantics. Moreover, even if the images were to be well annotated by
proper concepts, another notorious gap still leads to unsatisfactory results. This
gap is called the \intention gap" between the envisioned intents of the users and
the ambiguous semantics delivered by the query at hand, due to the inability of the
query to express the users' intents precisely.
In order to bridge these two gaps, we propose a novel Attribute-based Image
Retrieval framework. Here, attributes refer to properties that characterize object-
s such as the visual appearances (e.g., \round" as shape, \metallic" as texture),
sub-components (e.g., \has wheel", \has leg"), functionalities (e.g., \can y", \can
swim") and various other discriminative properties (e.g., \properties that dog has
but cat does not"). On one hand, attributes act as the intermediate semantics that
naturally connects the low-level visual features and high-level concepts, narrowing
down the semantic gap. This is because attributes generally depict common vi-
sual properties, which can be more easily extracted and modeled as compared to
high-level concepts that have higher visual variance. On the other hand, attributes
enrich existing concept-based image semantic representation and endow more com-
prehensive semantic measurement of images. With the help of attributes, users
can deliver more expressive and precise semantic description of intents and hence
leading to smaller intention gap. In this thesis, we aim to conduct a thorough study
on how the attributes may help in CBIR, towards bridging both the semantic gap
and intention gap.
First, we develop attribute learning algorithms for learning reliable attribute
classiers, which are fundamental to eective image retrieval. Specically, we pro-
pose to simultaneously select informative visual cues and learn attribute classiers.
Furthermore, when concept labels of training images are available, we explicitly
exploit the labels of training at both the attribute-level and concept-level to decor-
relate attribute feature dimensions from concept. By doing this, we expect to learn
attribute classiers that generalize well to images from various concepts.
Second, we exploit attributes as semantic image representations and intro-
duce the attribute-based image retrieval framework. Specically, we present a new
relevance feedback scheme, termed Attribute Feedback (AF). At each interactive
iteration, AF rst determines the most informative attributes for binary attribute
feedbacks which specify which attributes are of users' interest. Moreover, we aug-
ment the binary attribute feedbacks with attribute anity feedbacks which describe
the distance between users' envisioned image(s) and a retrieved image with respect
to the referenced attribute.
Third, when a semantic hierarchy is available to structure the concepts of
images, we can further boost the attribute-based image retrieval by exploiting the
hierarchy. We present a novel Attribute-augmented Semantic Hierarchy (A2SH)
that further bridges the semantic and intention gaps in CBIR. A2SH organizes the
semantic concepts into multiple semantic levels and augments each concept with a
set of related attributes, which describe the multiple facets of the concept and act
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as the intermediate bridge connecting the concept and low-level visual content. To
better capture the users' search intent, a hybrid feedback mechanism is developed,
which collects hybrid feedbacks based on attributes and images.
We systematically conduct experiments on a large-scale real-world Web im-
age data set, and conclusively demonstrate the eectiveness of the above proposed
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Amongst the information retrieval techniques, image retrieval has been a research
discipline that evolved almost at the same time as text retrieval since the blossom
of the Internet technology in the 1970s. Due to the advances of textual information
retrieval, text-based image retrieval, i.e., retrieving images by their textual labels or
surrounding text, has been the most successful image retrieval strategy for decades.
This retrieval paradigm is sucient to meet most users' information needs if images
are well-annotated by textual information. However, with the growing populari-
ty of social networks, people are now generating and sharing image content at a
much faster rate.1 Many of these images are without informative text annotation-
s. Moreover, users are now able to easily snap anything they see by using their
mobile devices; and they would like to use the images they snapped as queries to
immediately search for relevant images. This demands the development of another
retrieval strategy, the Content-based Image Retrieval (CBIR).
CBIR helps to organize digital picture archives by their visual content and re-
1Over 250 millions images are being generated by users every day. Note this amoun-
t is larger than the total images indexed by Google Image's rst launch in July, 2001.
http://www.ickr.com/photos/franckmichel/6855169886/
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1326801/000119312512034517/d287954ds1.htm
2trieves images that are semantically similar to users' visual search queries. Though
CBIR has attracted signicant attention in both academia and industry for the last
25 years, its success is limited by the following two major scientic challenges: (a)
the Semantic Gap between the low-level visual features and high-level semantics;
and (b) the Intention Gap between users' search intent and the query [172, 52],
which hinders the understanding of users' intent behind a query. In this thesis, we
aim at bridging these two gaps in CBIR.
We rst oer an overview of the thesis in this chapter. First, we review some
essential background knowledge of CBIR in Section 1.1, followed by our motivation
towards the semantic and intention gaps in Section 1.2. In Section 1.3, we intro-
duce our proposed solutions in terms of three research problems according to the
motivation. Section 1.4 introduces the large-scale attribute-annotated data set we
will use throughout this thesis. Finally, we summarize our research contributions
and thesis organization in Section 1.5 and 1.6, respectively.
1.1 Background
Since 1970s, image retrieval has been an active research area, including two dierent
angles, one being text-based and the other content-based (or vision-based). Text-
based image retrieval is performed by employing the information retrieval based on
the surrounding text or annotation text of images, while CBIR relies some repre-
sentations of visual contents of image (such as color, shape, objects). Thanks to
the maturity of textual information retrieval techniques, text-based image retrieval
has been well-studied, leading to several successful commercial systems like Google
Images search. However, there lies two congenital defects, especially when the size
of image collection grows large. The rst defect is that images have to speak for
themselves since the nature of image is beyond words. Compared to words, it is
more inherent for users to express their intents by images. Of late, people are more
3(a) The Pope inauguration in 2005 (left) and 2013 (right).
Annotation:Jandy and I were at the banks of




(b) Surrounding text of images about Cavenagh Bridge of
Singapore River posted in a BBS forum in 1996 (left) and
Facebook in 2010 (right).
Figure 1.1: The development of the images on the Web: (a) The advances of mobile
devices previlege us taking photos anywhere and anytime; (b) However, users are
less cooperative to annotate images as before. Images are more dicult to be
retrieved by the associated key words.
willing to snap photos and search directly from mobile devices. This triggers the
demand of CBIR once again (see Figure 1.1 a). The second defect is the prohibitive
labor cost in obtaining accurate textual description for the vast amount of images.
As illustrated in Figure 1.1 b, unlike the previous decades when images on the Web
were well-annotated by experts like news press or product vender, a large number of
today's images are posted by casual users with little or no informative annotations.
These two defects of text-based image retrieval prompts the emergence of CBIR as
a key technology for image retrieval on the Web, especially in the social network
and mobile search environment [153, 121].
CBIR has been intensively studied in the past over two decades [58]. Today,
many prototype CBIR systems have been developed [108] and some of the basic












Figure 1.2: The owchart of a typical CBIR system. The user starts with a Query.
Images in database are stored as Content Representation, where the retrieval
is performed by Retrieval Model. The user may further provide Relevance
Feedback if the results are not satisfactory.
are catered for various applications and built in dierent environment [26], a typical
CBIR system comprises four intrinsic components: Query, Content Representation,
Retrieval Model, and Relevance Feedback. Figure 1.2 illustrates the framework of
a typical CBIR system.
 Query. As a practical CBIR system, various querying modalities should be
supported [26, 129]. From users' perspective, queries can be Keywords, Free-
Text (e.g., complex phrase, sentence, question, or story about what she desires
from the system), Example Image (e.g., a user wishes to search for an image
similar to a query image when textual metadata is abscent), Graphics (e.g.,
a hand-drawn or computer-generated picture), and Composite of the above.
From the system's perspective, queries fall into Text-based, Content-based
and Composite of the above forms. Note that a prerequisite for supporting
text-based query processing is the availability of reliable metadata, e.g., hu-
man tags. In the absence of them, automatic annotation for images should
be incorporated. In [25], the combination of text-based and content-based
5queries is explored. Regardless of the query modality, it should be converted
into the same modality as the database images through the following content
representation component.
 Content Representation. The original representation of an image is an
array of pixel values, which correspond poorly to human visual response, let
alone semantic understanding of the image. In order to better extract the vi-
sual cues of images, computer vision techniques are exploited to rst extract
visual features from an image, such as color, texture and shape, and then
transform these features into a feature vector (or a set of vectors) represent-
ing the image content (a.k.a, image signature). However, visual features lack
stable correlations to higher-level semantic interpretations. This is known as
the \semantic gap" [129]. Therefore, an alternative approach is to represent
images as high-level semantics. For example, an image can be represented
by probabilities of being a specic object, scene or event [82]. For large-scale
image databases, content representations are usually indexed for ecient re-
trieval [49, 27]. Till today, how to comprehensively and eciently represent
image content remains an open research issue. Once the content representa-
tion is decided, how to use it for accurate image retrieval is the concern of
the Retrieval Model.
 Retrieval Model. We consider similarity search, i.e., ranking images by
similarity measure between a query and database images1. Without loss of
generality, we denote the representations of two images as feature vectors xi
and xj, respectively. Then, the similarity between them can be computed
through a similarity function, S(xi;xj). In general, S(x1;x2) is based on
any distance metric such as Euclidean or user-dened distance [69, 31]. To
1Some systems do not perform \ranking" but \matching", which can be considered as similarity
ranking with a threshold.
6speed up the calculation, indexing or hashing techniques can be developed in
accordance with a specic similarity function. With a variety of similarity
functions and the aforementioned content representations, a CBIR system is
expected to perform duplicate search [20], visual similarity search [64], and
semantic search [27]. However, the similarity function is objective while the
users' information needs are highly subjective. In order to assist users in
nding their intended images, user-system interaction should be included in
the following Relevance Feedback loop.
 Relevance Feedback (RF). This is a query modication technique which
attempts to capture the users' precise information needs through iterative
feedback and query renement [177]. Due to the subjectivity of users' intent
and the absence of sucient semantics in the query, RF provides a way to learn
case-specic query semantics. With human in the search loop, users' intention
can be interpreted more and more clearly and specically. RF techniques
essentially renes (or re-weight) the original query or modies the similarity
measure based on the users' feedback on images or other modalities provided
by the system. These methods are also known as short-term RF since they
only modify the query on-the-y. In contrast, Long-term RF methods modify
the image content representation [56] or make the use of the query logs that
contain the earlier interactions [59].
In this thesis, we constrain our research scope of CBIR techniques as shown
in Figure 1.3. First, we build upon image repository collected from the general
domain on the Web. Second, we choose query-by-example image (QBE) as the
query type, especially targeting at the situation when reliable textual metadata is
missing. Moreover, there are times and situations when we can imagine what we
desire, but are unable to express the intent in precise words [172]. This suggests





























Figure 1.3: The scope of the our research on CBIR. The outlined boxes represent
the topics we cover in this thesis.
not limited by QBE. In fact, with proper query mapping, we can represent heteroge-
neous query modalities into homogenous semantic representations [25, 82]. Third,
both the low-level visual feature and high-level semantics are used to represent
image content. Fourth, we adopt similarity function that computes the semantic
similarity of images. The advantage of semantic similarity over other similarities is
shown in Figure 1.4. Fifth, we oer both automatic and interactive retrieval, which
is achieved by relevance feedback. In particular, we develop a hybrid feedback
scheme that supports both attribute and image feedback. Finally, our semantic
image retrieval system is for category search, where users avail a group of images
and then search for additional images of the same category. The other two search
applications: browsing and target search, are highly dependent on users' mental
judgement and thus are too subjective to evaluate. For example, browsing aims at
assisting users without specic intention to nd images of interest and target search
aims at a specic image in the user's mental picture [42]. However, these three ap-
plications have no clear boundary and may share the same search model [129].
Our research follows the remarkable progress of CBIR made in the last two
decades. In particular, we aim to tackle two critical scientic problems in CBIR: (a)
the Semantic Gap between the low-level visual features and high-level semantics;








Figure 1.4: The eectiveness of semantic similarity compared to other two simi-
larities. Although the aircraft on the right looks so dierent from the jet on the
left, sematic similarity is still expected to convey the semantics: they are similar as
aviation.
1.2 Motivation
1.2.1 Semantic and Intention Gaps
As aforementioned, there are two major challenges in CBIR systems: the semantic
gap and the intention gap. In fact, these two gaps are covered under the more
general \semantic gap" dened by Smeulders et al. [129],
\The semantic gap is the lack of coincidence between the information
that one can extract from the visual data and the interpretation that
the same data have for a user in a given situation."
They also conclude:
\A critical point in the advancement of content-based retrieval is the
semantic gap, where the meaning of an image is rarely self-evident.
...The aim of content-based retrieval systems must be to provide max-
imum support in bridging the semantic gap between the simplicity of
available visual features and the richness of the user semantics."
In particular, as illustrated in Figure 1.5, the \semantic gap" lies between the low-
level visual features of images and the desired high-level semantics expected to be
inferred from the visual features. This gap is at the system-end. On the other hand,
9User Search Engine DataQuery
Intention Gap Semantic Gap
Figure 1.5: The illustration of the semantic and intention gaps in image retrieval.
at the user-end, the \intention gap" lies between the users' search intent and the
imperfect query, which hinders the understanding of the intent behind the query.
The cause of the semantic gap is that the low-level visual features cannot
correlate to high-level semantics accurately. This is because the features are usually
extracted by a predened procedure, which hardly captures the variance of image
semantics [50]. In order to model the variance, machine learning techniques are
exploited to learn the underlying statistical information embedded in the high-level
semantics. Recent studies, especially those on TRECVID [96], have shown that
a promising route to narrowing the semantic gap is to exploit a set of concepts
to form the semantic description of images. For example, the state-of-the-art ap-
proaches usually train classiers (e.g., linear SVMs) from visual features to detect
semantic concepts given an image. Then, new images can be represented by vectors
composed by condence values (or normalized scores) from the concept classier-
s [33]. Though high-level semantic concept detection can boost the performance of
retrieval based on low-level features to some extent [55], the performance is still far
from satisfactory. The rst reason is that the semantic gap is still unsurmountable
since the use of concept-level visual features is insucient to learn accurate concept
detectors [101]. The second reason is that a predened concept lexicon cannot gen-
eralize well to domains outside it. One may tackle the second problem by increasing
the size of the lexicon. However, things would get worse, as Deng et al. [28] have
shown that when they tried to classify 10K concepts, the accuracy drops to around
3.7% as compared to 77.1% on hundreds of concepts [10]. Most frustratingly, they
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also demonstrated that the simple k-nearest neighbor classication (i.e., low-level
feature matching) of objects at such scale is even superior to the most advanced
classiers. A possible explanation is that the visual variance between 10K concepts
is too large. This suggests that the use of a large set of concept detectors does not
help in bridging the semantic gap at all.
The cause of the intention gap is much more dicult to quantify as it is
dependent on subjective human interpretation. For example, even if a perfect vision
system successfully detects the concepts of a query image of \car" and \people", it
is still dicult for the system to know whether the user's intent is \car" or \people".
Relevance feedback (RF) is developed to address the this problem. In conventional
RF scheme, users are asked to label the top images returned by the search model
as \relevant" or \irrelevant". The feedbacks are then used to rene the search
model. Through iterative feedback and model renement, RF attempts to capture
users' information needs and improve the search results gradually. Although RF
has shown encouraging potential in CBIR, its performance is usually unsatisfactory
due to the following problems. First, RF relies on the search system to infer users'
search intent from their \relevant" and/or \irrelevant" feedbacks, essentially based
on the low-level visual features or the unreliable high-level semantics of the relevant
or irrelevant images. Here, the semantic gap haunts us again with few training
samples1 and thus it is usually ineective in narrowing down the search to target.
Second, the initial retrieval results are usually unsatisfactory, where the top results
may contain few or even no relevant samples. With few or no relevant samples,
most RF approaches are usually ineective or even no longer applicable [171, 147].
From the above observations, we can conclude that: (a) it is insucient
to use low-level features to model the complex high-level concepts; and, (b) it is
ineective to learn from users' intention directly from low-level features. Clearly, a
1Users are reluctant to label many label images.
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couple more questions come up: (a) Is there anything helpful that can bridge the
semantic gap between the low-level features and high-level concepts? (2) Can we
develop a RF scheme to directly interpret users' intent on human understandable
semantics? We will give a possible answer in the next subsection.
1.2.2 Attributes as Intermediate Semantics
We propose to use Attributes to answer the two questions posed in the previous
subsection. Here, attributes refer to semantic descriptions of the essential properties
of concepts such as the visual appearances (e.g., \round" as shape, \metallic" as
texture), sub-components (e.g., \has wheel", \has leg"), functionalities (e.g.,
\can y", \can swim") and various discriminative properties (e.g., \properties
that dog has but cat do not"). Instead of naming them as concepts, we call them
attributes (Figure 1.6). We adopt the term \attribute" that comes from the recent
literature in the computer vision community [40, 72], originated from the research
on concepts and categories in cognitive and psychological science [47, 94].
Compared to low-level visual features, attributes are higher-level semantics
that come closer to human interpretations of semantics. On the other hand, as com-
pared to high-level concepts, attributes are lower-level visual properties describing
them. Therefore, attributes serve as human understandable intermediate seman-
tics between the low-level visual features and high-level semantic concepts, and are
expected to bridge the semantic and intention gaps. We next discuss the reasons
in detail.
 Shared Semantics. Many concepts share the same set of attributes [94] and
people tend to use the same words to refer to objects [112]. Generally, the
notion of attributes is about abstracting the repeatable information or shared
properties of concepts. Such abstraction allows us to describe an enormous
number of concepts using only a few sets of attributes. For example, we
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Figure 1.6: Illustrations of the use of attributes in describing concepts. We simulate
the human recognition of concepts using attribute semantic descriptions. Attributes
can be used to describe not only known concept but also for unknown ones [40].
Figure 1.7: Illustration of the smaller visual variance of attributes as compared to
concepts. Though the concepts \bike", \car" and \carriage" are very dierent in
visual appearance, the attributes \wheel" of them are very similar.
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can use two attributes \leg" and \wing" to describe \cat" (\has leg but no
wing"), \airplane" (\has wing but no leg"), and \bird" (\has leg and wing"),
etc. When faced with a new concept which is outside the predened concept
lexicon, we can still characterize it by attributes. Therefore, we expect to
be able to use a compact lexicon of attributes to describe a large number of
concepts, which are necessary for the general domain image databases.
 Smaller Visual Variance. Visual features corresponding to attributes have
smaller visual variance than those corresponding to concepts. As shown in
Figure 1.7, even though the concepts \bike", \car" and \carriage" are very
dierent in visual appearance, the attribute \wheel" that is a common com-
ponent in these concepts is very similar. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect
the attributes to be more reliably learnt than concepts. Moreover, the learn-
ing of attributes is often independent of its containing concepts. For example,
once we have learnt the \wheel" as \round components at the bottom" from
the training images of \car", we can use it to infer the presence of \wheel" in
\bus".
 Human Understandable Features. Compared to low-level visual features,
attributes are human understandable semantics. Therefore, we can encour-
age users to directly deliver their search intents in terms of attributes. As
illustrated in Figure 1.8, if the image query at hand shows \a car with a show
girl", while the true search intent is the \car", users can directly rene the
query using attributes. Compared to high-level concepts, attributes oers a
more natural way to convey ner semantic descriptions of the intent. More-
over, users can still provide attribute feedback even if the intent is unknown
to them or outside the system's concept lexicon. For example, a child has
never seen an \airplane" before, but she/he can still describe it as \cylinder",
\wing", or \wheel", etc.
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Figure 1.8: Illustration of using attributes to bridge the intention gap. Users can
directly specify their search intent in terms of attributes.
As discussed above, attributes are intermediate semantics which can be re-
liably modeled than concepts and are human understandable as compared to low-
level features. Motivated by these observations, we propose to exploit attributes
in CBIR to bridge the two gaps. It is worth noting that there are concept-level
attribute research like ObjectBank [80], Classeme [144]. However, we focus on sub-
concept-level attributes which are dierent from their concept-level ones due to the
above rst two reasons. Also, there are attributes on specic domain (SUN scene
attributes [103]). In contrast, our work aims to study attributes in generic domain.
1.3 Research Problem
We propose to equip the key components of CBIR with attributes. As illustrated in
Figure 1.9, the proposed image retrieval framework includes: Attribute-augmented
Semantic Representation, Attribute-augmented Semantic Similarity and Attribute
Feedback. First, attributes are used to represent the semantics of image con-
tent. Since attributes are more reliable and generalizable than concepts, attribute-
augmented semantic representation is expected to provide more eective image
retrieval than low-level features and high-level concepts. Second, given the seman-















Figure 1.9: Attribute-augmented Semantic Image Retrieval framework. The three
key components in traditional CBIR is augmented by attributes.
attributes, through which we expect to characterize the semantic similarities be-
tween images more precisely , and thus to be able to lead to more accurate retrieval.
Third, we propose to oer relevance feedback through attributes since they are hu-
man understandable semantic features, which are expected to eectively deliver the
users' search intent with less interaction eort. In this thesis, we pose the follow-
ing three research problems to thoroughly investigate the proposed Attribute-based
Image Retrieval framework.
1.3.1 Attribute Learning for Semantic Image Representa-
tion
The goal of this research is to develop attribute learning algorithms for reliable
attribute classiers, which are fundamental to eective semantic image retrieval.
Many state-of-the-art attribute learning algorithms directly adopt the o-the-shelf
visual features (e.g., bag-of-visual words) and classiers (e.g., linear SVM). How-
ever, the underlying mechanism of these learning methods does not distinguish
between attributes and concepts and thus they are ineective to model attributes.
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Therefore, we target at developing attribute learning algorithms that are special-
ized for attributes. In particular, we propose to use the following two learning
algorithms.
First, as opposed to concepts, attributes usually correspond to small spa-
tial regions of the whole images. Conventional visual features are usually based
on global visual features which are pooled from local features (e.g., spatial pyra-
mids pooling). However, some local visual cues that are informative for learning
attributes might be lost and not be recoverable by the subsequent classiers. This
will result in attribute classiers that correlate to irrelevant visual features. To
this end, we propose a novel attribute learning algorithm that adaptively selects
the pooling regions and local feature selection for learning classiers. The selected
local features are then pooled to generate the global features for the subsequent
attribute classier learning.
Second, we note that conventional learning algorithms usually ignore the
fact that many attributes are shared by concepts. Thus, algorithms that solely
based on training images labeled with/without an attribute will be confused by
the irrelevant feature dimensions. For example, if the majority of attribute sample
images for \wing" are derived from the concept \airplane", then directly training
the attribute classier from these samples will bias towards to visual feature di-
mensions of \metal" features of concept \airplane" but neglect the essential \wing"
visual cues (e.g., appendages of torso). Therefore, we propose to exploit the labels
of training images at both the attribute-level and concept-level to decorrelate the
attribute feature dimensions from concepts. By doing so, we expect to learn the
attribute classiers that generalize well to images from various concepts.
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1.3.2 Attribute-based Image Retrieval
We present the attribute-based image retrieval that is based on semantic image
representations in terms of attributes. With the help of attributes, the semantic
similarities between images can be measured more accurately as compared to low-
level features and hence lead to more accurate automatic image retrieval. We
compare attributes with concepts as semantic features in image retrieval and we
nd that the joint semantic features of attributes and concepts outperform the
use of any one of them separately. For interactive image retrieval, we present
a new relevance feedback scheme, named Attribute Feedback (AF). Unlike the
traditional relevance feedback that founded on purely low-level visual features, the
AF system shapes users' information needs more precisely and quickly by collecting
feedbacks on intermediate level semantic attributes. At each interactive iteration,
AF rst determines the most informative attributes for feedbacks, preferring the
attributes that frequently (rarely) appear in current search results but are unlikely
(likely) to be users' interest. For example, \I want to nd an animal that has head
and leg, has no fur". Moreover, the binary attribute feedbacks can be augmented
with attribute anities, which are o-line learnt distance functions to describe the
distance between users' envisioned image(s) and a retrieved image with respect to
the referenced attribute. For example, \the leg looks like this but not that". Based
on the feedbacks on attribute binary presences and anities, the images in corpus
are further re-ranked towards better tting the users' information needs.
1.3.3 Attribute-augmented Semantic Hierarchy for Image
Retrieval
When a semantic hierarchy is available to structure the concepts of images, we can
further boost image retrieval by exploiting the hierarchical relations between the
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concepts. We present a novel Attribute-augmented Semantic Hierarchy (A2SH) and
demonstrates its eectiveness in bridging both the semantic and intention gaps in
CBIR. A2SH augments a semantic hierarchy consisting of semantic concepts with
a pool of attributes. Each semantic concept is linked to a set of related attributes.
These attributes are specications of the multiple facets of the corresponding con-
cept. Unlike the traditional at attribute structure, the concept-related attributes
span a local and hierarchical semantic space in the context of the concept. For
example, the attribute \wing" of concept \bird" refers to appendages that are
feathered; while the same attribute refers to metallic appendages in the context
of \jet". We develop a hierarchical semantic similarity function to precisely char-
acterize the semantic similarities between images. The function is computed as a
hierarchical aggregation of their similarities in the local semantic spaces of their
common semantic concepts at multiple levels. In order to better capture users'
search intent, a hybrid feedback mechanism is also developed, which collects hybrid
feedbacks on attributes and images. These feedbacks are then used to rene the
search results based on A2SH. Compared to the attribute-based image retrieval
system based on at structure, A2SH organizes images as well as concepts and at-
tributes from general to specic and is thus expected to achieve a more ecient
and eective retrieval.
1.4 Data Set
We conduct experiments on ImageNet [29], which is a large-scale corpus of images
organized according to the WordNet hierarchy. Each concept in the hierarchy con-
tains hundreds to thousands of images collected from the Web. We use a subset of

















Figure 1.10: Illustration of the ImageNet semantic hierarchy labeled with a pool of
attributes.
20124. This data set contains a partial WordNet hierarchy and some isolated nodes
outside WordNet. We use the WordNet hierarchy for evaluation. This hierarchy
consists of 1.23 million images with 1,730 concepts, including 958 leaf concepts. Its
maximum depth is 19. We merge the non-leaf nodes with no siblings into their
parents since they are the sole heir to the semantics of their parents. This gives
rise to a compressed hierarchy with a maximum depth of 11, consisting of 1,322
concepts and the original number of leaf concepts and images.
We annotate this hierarchy with a pool of 33 visual attributes as illustrated
in Figure 1.10
 Color: black, blue, brown, gray, green, red, white, yellow.
 Pattern: furry, glass, metallic, plastic, scale, shiny, skin, smooth, spotted,
stripped, vegetation, wet, wooden.
 Shape: cylinder, rectangular, round, triangle.
 Part: handle, head, leg, screen, tail, wheel, window, wing.
4http://www.image-net.org/challenges/LSVRC/2012/index
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Compared to former attribute denition [40, 173], we remove the concept-specic
attributes such as \jet-engine", since in our work, we have such concept-specic de-
scriptions by linking the attributes (e.g., \wing") to concepts (e.g., \jet"). We also
added seven color attributes because of their eectiveness in image retrieval [119].
These attributes are labeled by 20 invited students on 958,000 images from the 958
leaf concepts. These attributes are linked to the concepts in a bottom-up man-
ner. We rst associate each leaf concept with its related attributes. Each non-leaf
concept is then linked to the union of the attributes from its children. Note that
there are also discriminative attributes which are automatically discovered for each
concepts as detailed in Chapter 5.
The use of this data set across dierent chapters of the thesis is detailed in
Table 1.1.
Table 1.1: The use of the data set across dierent chapters.
Chapter #Images #Leaf Categories #Training Images #Testing Images Purpose
Chapter 3 95,800 958 76,640 19,160 Attribute Learning
Chapter 4 1,237,857 958 618,929 618,928 Search
Chapter 5 1,237,857 958 618,929 618,928 Search
1.5 Research Contributions
Our main contributions stem from the proposed solutions of the research problems.
We summarize them as follows:
 Attribute Learning Framework. We develop two attribute learning al-
gorithms for learning reliable attribute classiers, which are fundamental to
eective image retrieval. Specically, we propose to simultaneously select in-
formative visual cues and to learn attribute classiers. Furthermore, when
concept labels of training images are available, we explicitly exploit the labels
of training at both attribute-level and concept-level to decorrelate attribute
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feature dimensions from concept. By doing this, we expect to learn attribute
classiers that generalize well to images from various concepts.
 Attribute Feedback. We propose a novel interactive search scheme named
Attribute Feedback (AF) for content based image retrieval. AF enables the
search system to quickly narrow down the search to users' target based on
their binary and anity feedbacks. Moreover, AF performs well in case of
the few/no relevant sample problem that often exists in real-world CBIR.
 Attribute-augmented Semantic Hierarchy. We propose a novel Attribute-
augmented Semantic Hierarchy (A2SH), in which each concept is augmented
by a set of related attributes. A2SH models the semantics of images in the
form of a hierarchical semantic representation, which is semantically mean-
ingful. We develop a CBIR system based on the proposed A2SH with hybrid
feedback mechanism to collect feedback on both attributes and images, which
can help to capture users' search intent more precisely.
 Attribute-annotated Large-Scale Data Set. We partially annotate 33
visual attributes on 95,800 images in a 1.23 million large-scale image data
set. We systematically conduct experiments on this data set, and demon-
strate the eectiveness of the above proposed attribute-based image retrieval
architecture.
1.6 Organization
The thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we oer a brief literature review in
the broad domain of content-based image retrieval and recent research eorts on at-
tributes. Chapter 3 discusses the technical details of the proposed attribute learning
framework. In Chapter 4, we present the Attribute-based Image Retrieval frame-
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work where the database images are organized in a at hierarchy. We then extend
the at framework with a semantic hierarchy and develop the Attribute-augmented
Semantic Hierarchy for image retrieval in Chapter 5. Finally, the conclusion and




In this chapter, we oer a brief but comprehensive literature review in the domain of
image retrieval and attribute-centric research. For image retrieval, we focus on the
research in content-based image retrieval (CBIR), i.e., the problem of searching
for large image repositories according to their contents. Our review follows the
work ow of building a CBIR system, namely, (1) low-level feature extraction, (2)
high-level semantic representation, (3) interactive relevance feedback, (4) similarity
measure and (5) system evaluation. For comprehensive reviews on CBIR, please
refer to [116, 65, 129, 26]. For the comprehensive surveys on text-based image
retrieval, please refer to [16, 140].
Unlike CBIR, attribute is a young research area in computer vision and
multimedia started in 2009 [40]. For attributes, we review related work that falls
in: (1) attribute learning techniques, (2) attribute-centric concept learning, and (3)
attribute-based image retrieval.
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2.1 Content-based Image Retrieval
2.1.1 Low-level Image Representation
Low-level image representations are the basis of CBIR. The meanings of the adjec-
tive \low-level" are two folds. First, it refers to elementary visual cues in contrast to
complex \high-level" visual objects or semantic interpretations. For example, the
level of visual cues like color, texture and shape are lower than the level of objects
like car, dog, and person. Second, it refers to the feature extraction techniques used
as a starting point for subsequent process. Such techniques need to be repeatable
and stable, i.e., given two images of the same visual content, taken under dierent
viewing angles, a high percentage of the features detected in both images on the
same parts of the scene should be similar.
Dierent applications may require dierent task-specic low-level features.
For example, shape and part-based features are good at classifying objects and
scenes [5, 83]; while color and texture features are suitable for image segmenta-
tion [125, 97]. For general-purpose image retrieval, we review four widely used
visual features: color, texture, shape and part-based feature.
Color. The color feature is one of the most widely used visual features in image re-
trieval. It is relatively robust to complex background and independent of image size
and orientation. Colors are represented in color space such as RBG, HSV, LAB, LU-
V, YCrCb and the hue-min-max-dierence (HMMD). Some representative studies
of color perception and color spaces can be found in [91, 92, 152, 88, 105]. In image
retrieval, color histogram is the most commonly used color feature representation,
which denotes the joint probability of the intensities of dierent color channel-
s [135, 138]. Besides the color histogram, several other color feature representa-
tions have been applied in image retrieval, including color-covariance matrix [63],
color moments [167], and color coherence vector [102]. In addition, MPEG-7 has
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standardize dominant color, color structure, scalable color, and color layout as color
features [120]. One should note that color features are sensitive to image noise. The
noise eect can be eliminated by coarser histogram quantization and preprocessing
like color lters [105, 104, 85].
Texture. It refers to the visual patterns that have properties of homogeneity that
do not result from the presence of only a single color or intensity [131]. It is an
innate property of virtually all surfaces, including clouds, trees, bricks, hair, and
fabric. It contains important information about the structural arrangement of sur-
faces and their relationship to the surrounding environment [53]. Because of its
importance and usefulness in pattern recognition and computer vision, there are
rich research results from the past three decades. Representative work include Har-
alick's texture co-occurrence matrix [53], Tamura's texture inspired by visual per-
ception study [139], texture based on wavelet transform [130], Gabor ltering [87],
textons [76], and LBP [1].
Shape. Unlike color and texture that are presence in every image pixel, shape must
rst be detected by shape detectors and then described by shape descriptors, which
quantify shape in ways that agree with human intuition. Shape is usually detected
by nding edges [13] or lines or circles [3]. Shape descriptors can be classied into
moments [66], scale-space methods [93], and spatial interrelation [5]. Please refer
to [163] for a comprehensive review.
Part-based Feature. In fact, part is a comprehensive feature that are based on
visual cues such as color, texture or shape. We use the term \part" to refer to
features that are responsive to saliency parts of objects like corners, junctions and
curvatures [8]. Part is extremely useful in state-of-the-art object recognition [146].
Like shape feature, part feature includes detectors and descriptors. First, interest-
ing points are detected by feature detectors. Then, for each point, descriptors are
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extracted to describe the signature of its spatial neighborhood. The most popular
part feature is the interest-point-based like Harris [54], SURF [4], SIFT [84]. There
are also region-based part features such as HoG [23], MSER [90] and Superpix-
el [142].
Sate-of-the-art low-level image representation usually adopt a local path-
based, multiple-layer pipeline. First, for a local image patch, we extract color,
texture, shape, part features as above. Then, we encode them into an overcomplete 1
representation using various algorithms such as K-means [36] or sparse coding [75].
After coding, global image representations are formed by spatially pooling the coded
local descriptors [161, 11].
The advances of feature extraction techniques assure that low-level feature
extraction will be more ecient, robust and stable. Nevertheless, there is the
semantic gap between low-level features and high-level semantics due to the lack of
coincidence of visual features and semantic meanings [129].
2.1.2 High-level Image Representation
The image/video retrieval community has long struggled to bridge the semantic
gap between low-level visual features and high-level semantics. To overcome this
problem, many researchers have been developing automatic semantic concept (or
just concept) classiers for predicting objects (\people", \car", \building"), scene
(\outdoor/indoors", \cityscape", \mountain"), genre (\weather", \nancial", \s-
ports"), and others [15]. Can high-level concepts help to narrow down the semantic
gap? A body of research oers a positive answer. Hauptmann et al. [55] present-
ed a case study with broadcast news video, where even concept detectors of poor
performance can enhance the OCR text-based retrieval. Torresani et al. [144] and
1The dimension of the representation is higher than the dimension of the feature itself.
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Li et al. [80] proposed to train a bank of concept (or object) classiers to form a
semantic base for better image classication and retrieval.
Clearly, the premise of retrieval with semantic concept is automatic concept
detectors. What is a concept detector? In general, it is an autonomous machine
(e.g., classier) that predicts (or recognizes, annotates, detects) the presence of the
target concept given an input image. Therefore, any machine learning classier,
e.g., SVM, Bayesian Model, Decision Tree, and Neural Network, is competent with
this task. For example, Shi et al. [126] deployed SVM for image annotation with
23 concepts. In the training stage, a binary SVM model is trained for each of the
concepts, and in the testing stage, image regions are fed into all the models, and the
concept is detected from the model giving the highest condence; Similar methodol-
ogy was applied by Carneiro et al. [14] but using Bayesian classier instead; Sethi et
al. [124] used the CART decision tree methodology to derive decision rules mapping
global color distribution in a given image to textual description: Sunset, Marine,
Arid images and Nocturne; Town et al. [145] chose 11 categories (concepts): brick,
cloud, fur, grass, ice, road, rock, sand, skin, tree, and water. Then a large amount
of training data (low-level features of segmented regions) are fed into the neural
network classiers to establish the link between low-level features of an image and
its category labels. Amongst the above classiers, SVM classiers are shown to be
the most successful state-of-the-art approach, which is the widely used one for its
eciency and reliability [80, 144]. Recently, using deep learning framework (e.g.,
neural networks with deep-layered architecture) has shown a strong potential in
future concept learning strategies [68].
Unfortunately, research in computer vision agree that the bottleneck of
achieving perfect concept detectors is attributed to the notorious semantic gap [50,
101]. Despite semantic gap, the high cost of collecting sucient training data for
training concept classier is another downside. To lower the labeling cost, models
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based on weakly labeled training data are introduced. The basic idea is to intro-
duce a set of latent variables that encode hidden states of the high-level semantics,
where each state induces a joint distribution on the space of semantic labels and
image appearance descriptors [44, 43]. Recently, auxiliary data which can be cheap-
ly collected can be used as coarse but informative training data. Techniques using
transfer learning [34, 86] and semi-supervised learning [109] are explored.
We should note that the most serious defects of learning a xed set of concept
detectors is that it is not adaptive to unseen concepts. The cost of retraining or
acquiring new detectors is sometimes prohibitive in practical systems. To overcome
this, there is also a line of work on learning a semantic subspace (manifold), which
is independent on any concept lexicon, embedded in the high-dimensional low-
level feature space. Similar to latent semantic analysis work in textual information
retrieval [35], a latent low-dimensional subspace is mined from the low-level high-
dimensional feature space and images can be then represented in such subspace.
This research thrived in the early 2000s with the development of manifold learning
algorithms [81, 57, 168]. A major concern of this research is that the learnt subspace
has no explicit semantic meanings. Moreover, the learning procedure requires large-
scale matrix eigen-decomposition which is not a mature technique per se.
2.1.3 Relevance Feedback
Relevance Feedback (RF) is the key technique to narrow down the intention gap in
CBIR by exploiting user interactions. In a RF loop, users are encouraged to label
the retrieved images as being either \relevant" or \irrelevant". Users' feedbacks
are then exploited by a relevance feedback algorithm to rene the search model.
Through iterative interactions, relevance feedback attempts to capture users search
intent and improve the search results. A wealth of methods has been proposed
to learn a relevance feedback model based on users' feedbacks. At each feedback
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iteration, the model is updated using the labeled images as training samples. For
example, Query Point Movement (QPM) method [117] gradually modies the low-
level visual features of the query image to make them more similar to \relevant"
feedbacks and less similar to \irrelevant" ones. Hence, the query feature is moving
towards the search region of users' intent. Guo et al. [51] proposed to use SVM as
the RF model. In each feedback loop, a SVM classier is trained by the labeled
samples and images in the database are further ranked according to the response
from the classiers. Zhou and Huang [176] developed Biased Discriminant Analysis
(BDA) to learn a low-dimensional subspace from feedbacks in each loop. Then, all
the images in the database are embedded into the subspace and ranked according to
their Euclidean distance to the mean feature vector of the \relevant" images. Dier-
ent from the above RF methods that present top retrieved images for user labeling,
SVMactive method [143] actively selects images with high uncertainty for labeling
in each feedback iterations. Recently, Yuan et al. [171] utilized the \related" sam-
ples to assist RF with few \relevant" samples in video retrieval. There, \related"
samples refer to samples do not quite match the user's intention but contains re-
lated concepts. For example, \train" is not \car" but relates to it. Based on the
system PicHunter [21], Ferecatu and Geman [42] developed a Bayesian framework
that allows users to select the most similar image to their \mental picture". Later,
Suditu and Fleuret [137] extended this framework to large-scale image search.
Another body of feedback work is known as query suggestion, which encour-
ages users to disambiguate the query of interest. For example, Xu et al. [159] and
Lam et al. [71] extracted keywords from the top-ranked documents that are regard-
ed as the relevant results of initial query. Though these two pieces of work are for
textual retrieval, the core algorithms can be directly applied in image retrieval. Yu
et al. [169] selected the keywords from vision-based segments of the Web pages to
deal with the multiple topics residing problem. Zha et al. [172] incorporated visu-
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al representativeness of images, which help users deliver their search intents more
precisely. Query suggestion can be viewed as relevance feedback at the 0-th round.
Please refer to literature [177, 78, 118] for more comprehensive reviews on
RF. As mentioned above, the traditional relevance feedback suers from the gap
between users' search intent and low-level visual features and thus it is usually
ineective in narrowing down the search to users' target.
2.1.4 Similarity Measure
Proper similarity measure plays an essential role for retrieval. In this section, we
consider the measure of two images in any specic feature type. In retrieval, distance
(or metric) and similarity can be considered as the same measure since they lead
to the same ranking results. Similarity measure techniques generally fall into three
categories: (1) measure by predened metric; (2) measure by learnt metric; and (3)
measure by external information.
Predened Metric. This measure brings in predened distance functions (usually
based on some statistical interpretation) that are independent from data, features,
and applications. Minkowsky-type metric generalizes Euclidean (`2) distance, Man-
hatton (`1) distance and DPF distance [79] are the most general and widely used
distance measure in any retrieval system. When the features are properly nor-
malized or in a specic statistic, more ecient functions can be used, such as the
Canberra distance [2], angular distance, Czekanowski coecient [2], inner product,
dice coecient, cosine coecient and Jaccard coecent [19]. When the number of
feature dimensions are not equal and each of which can be interpreted as a proba-
bility distribution, we may use the Earth Mover's Distance (EMD). It measures the
minimal cost required to transform one distribution into another based on solving
a linear programming formulation [63, 114]. Similarity measure by predened func-
tion is ecient and needs no additional cost. Clearly, its disadvantage is that the
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underlying data distribution assumption of these metric may not t the real-world
image collections well.
Learnt Metric. Given a specic retrieval domain and sucient training data, we
may learn a distance function specic to our task. For a comprehensive survey,
please refer to literature [162]. We, however, mainly review the learning methods
that are related to image retrieval. Frome et al. [46] used a large-margin discrimi-
native distance learning method to learn distance between local features for image
retrieval. Yang et al. [164] proposed a bi-distance metric learning algorithm for
incorporating heterogeneous features in cartoon image retrieval. Verma et al. [148]
proposed to learn a metric for each concept, which is viewed as a leaf node in a
semantic hierarchy. The metric is interpreted by aggregation of local metrics along
the semantic path of the leaf accordingly. In Chapter 5, we will explore the learn-
ing of local metric for each concept and then aggregating these local metrics along
the semantic path to derive the global metric. Thus far, the above work focus on
learning a Mahanalobis distance metric, where the distance metric should be semi-
denite and symmetric. Chechik et al. [18] relaxed such constraint and proposed
to learn a bilinear metric learning for large-scale image retrieval.
In principle, relevance feedback can also be viewed as the process of learning an
ad hoc metric based on user feedbacks. Rui and Huang [115] rst formulated the
relevance feedback as a metric learning process. Tieu and Viola [141] proposed to
boost image retrieval by selecting the most \causable" visual features based on a
few user selected samples. Fournier and Cord [45] proposed a long-term query logs
based similarity learning algorithm that was applied to CBIR.
External Information. Predened metric is not exible while metric learning
requires high training cost. Is there any metric that oers a good trade-o between
exibility and training cost? When there already exists an external information
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source which is suciently large, some works demonstrate a positive answer along
this direction. Flickr distance [158] exploits the images on Flickr to measure the
similarity between two visual concepts. Wang et al. [149] trained 103 binary SVMs
for 103 Flickr category and used their output as a feature vector to compare two
images. Similarly, Deng et al. [27] trained 1000 binary SVMs for 1000-concept Im-
ageNet [30] dataset and represented the images by the 1000 SVMs output before
feeding them into a bilinear metric, which is dened regarding to the WordNet
semantic distance. Also, Deselaers and Ferrari [31] utilized ImageNet as exter-
nal source to calculate the similarity of two images. Given two input images,
they searched the nearest neighbors in ImageNet using the low-level visual fea-
tures. Then, they determined a semantic between concepts of the neighbors. Their
method is known as the ImageNet Distance. Another work based on ImageNet is
done by Fang and Torresani [39]. They rst constructed a semantic graph, whose
nodes are images, and they mapped two images onto the graph and employed the
shortest path calculation to determine the distance between two images.
As the volume of the images grow to a very large scale, we cannot aord to
search for images eciently even at linear complexity. Signicant work has been
done in hashing for nding approximate nearest neighbors. Several randomized ap-
proximate search algorithms have been developed that allow even high-dimensional
data to be searched in time complexity that is sub-linear in the size of the database.
Indyk and Motwani [61] and Charikar [17] proposed locality-sensitive hashing (LSH)
techniques to index examples in Hamming space in sub-linear time, and Datar et
al. [24] extended LSH for `p norms. In image retrieval, we prefer that the hashing is
data-dependent, i.e., learning hashing function that ts the visual data. Along this
idea, data-dependent variants of LSH have been proposed. Georgescu et al. [48]
selected space partitions in a data-driven manner, in an eort to use more mean-
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ingful hash functions for a given data distribution. Spectral Hashing was proposed
by Weiss et al. [157] to design compact binary codes according to the minimization
of a graph Laplacian. Kulis et al. [69] proposed an ecient indexing method ac-
cording to a learned metric. Wang et al. [150] proposed a semi-supervised hashing
method that is formulated as minimizing empirical error on the labeled data while
maximizing variance and independence of hash bits over the labeled and unlabeled
data. Nevertheless, given a particular metric, how to nd and justify an induced
hashing function is still an open issue.
2.1.5 Evaluation Metric
The advances in techniques require careful and eective evaluation criterion in
each domain. The most widely used image retrieval performance metrics are bor-
rowed from text retrieval, such as Precision, Recall, Precision v.s. Recall Curve,
F-measure [106], and normalized document cumulative gain (nDCG) [62]. Un-
like textual retrieved results that are time-consuming for users to read and then
judge their relevance; image results can be scanned and judged quickly by users.
Therefore, in image retrieval, the rank of matched results is not important and we
recommend the precision@K that evaluates the number of relevant images in top
K results1. There are also image retrieval systems that measure the performance
based on the \cost/time" to nd the relevant images [132].
Although the above criteria measure the system's performance to some exten-
t, they are far from satisfactory. One major diculty of dening a good evaluation
criterion is the perception subjectivity of image content. That is, the subjectivity
of image perception prevents us from dening eective and objective evaluation
criteria. But still, we need to nd a way of evaluating the system performance to
guide the research eorts in the correct direction [116, 129].
1usually, K  100 since 100 may be the maximum number of displayed results viewed com-




Attributes are intermediate-level (sub-concept) semantics that are shared by many
concepts. Similar to classiers for concepts, attribute classiers are learnt for pre-
dicting the presence of attributes in images. Here, attributes refer to visual prop-
erties (e.g., \round" as shape, \metallic" as texture), components (e.g., \wheel",
\leg") and functionalities (e.g., \can y", \man-made") of objects [40, 72]. The
most popular attribute learning model is to train a binary classier (e.g., SVM) for
each attribute by using training samples with/without the attribute. Then, the p-
resence (condence) of the attribute in an image can be predicted by the binary (or
normalized score or probabilistic) output of the classier. Attributes represented
by such binary classiers are well-known as binary attributes. As opposed to con-
cepts [80, 144], attributes are relatively easier to be recognized by a machine due to
smaller intra-class and larger inter-class visual variance. In other words, attribute
classiers are believed to generalize better than concept classiers [40]. In fact, this
perceived superiority of attribute over concept is still a controversial point. Never-
theless, attribute research illuminates a new approach for computer vision since we
human beings are inherent to recognize the world by attributes [47, 113].
So far, attributes labeled in training data are nameable for human. However,
nameable attributes do not yet yield a comprehensive set of semantics for describing
concepts. For example, instances of both \cat" and \dog" may share all semantic
attributes in a predened attribute lexicon. Particularly, Farhardi et al. [40] showed
a Naive Bayes classier trained on nameable attributes in Pascal dataset that can
distinguish classes with only 74% accuracy. To solve this problem, they introduced
auxiliary discriminative attributes. Such attributes are also named \unnameable
attributes" by Parikh and Grauman [99]. For example, an attribute \discriminating
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cat from dog". In this way, the binary classiers for unnameable attributes do
not result in a clean binary membership per attribute. For example, we would
assign \cat" to one side and \dog" to the other side, while we do not care where
\motorbike" falls. A new line of discovering discriminative attributes is proposed
by Yu et al. [41] using matrix coding techniques.
There are studies on endowing more semantics in attributes beyond the bi-
nary presence. Kumar et al. [70] dened a new set of binary attributes called
\similes" for face verication. Similes are exclusive classiers specialized for one
category, e.g., \Angelina Jolie's mouth". However, such category-dependent at-
tributes are contrary to the spirit of attributes, i.e., knowledge that is generalizable
and transferrable between categories. Parikh and Grauman [100] proposed a new
idea in describing and naming attributes called relative attributes, which describe
the strength of the attribute presence in a relative way, e.g., \while A and B are
both shiny, A is shinier than B". Instead of trained by binary classiers, relative
attributes are learnt by ranking functions (i.e., the ranking SVM). The output of
the ranking function indicates the relative presence of a corresponding attribute.
However, relative attributes are only capable of describing adjectives like \shiny"
(\shinier") but unable to describe nouns like \eye". In Chapter 5, we propose to use
the anity of attributes to describe the similarity of two images with respect to a
referenced attribute, e.g., \A is shiny like B" or \A's eye is dissimilar to B's" [173].
In reaction to the expense and/or expertise required to manually dene at-
tributes of interest, some recent work aims to discover attribute-like semantics on
the Web. Rohrbach et al. [111] discovered semantic relatedness among categories
and attributes using a variety of text sources (e.g., Wikipedia), while the \visual-
ness" of adjectives or nouns appearing near image content is evaluated automati-
cally using Web data [6, 160]. While the Web can be a rich source of data, it can
also be biased or lack information that is critical to the categorization task at hand.
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For example, while one can collect useful descriptions of handbags and shoes from
shopping websites [6], it may be substantially harder to nd text that adequately
describes general categories like oces, hallways, or roads. In summary, we feel
that the attributes discovered via text-mining may not be separable in the visual
feature space, and/or are likely to be generative as opposed to discriminative for
the high-level object categories of interest.
2.2.2 Attribute-based Concept Learning
In this subsection, our review addresses the traditional yet challenging computer
vision discipline: concept learning, or object recognition [50, 101]. Though our
target is at image retrieval, a brief review for attribute-based concept learning can
help understanding why attributes may enhance the image semantics.
As discussed above, attributes serve as a reliable prior knowledge for con-
cept learning, especially for unseen ones. The unseen concept learning scenario
is also known as zero-shot learning [98], which learns the concept models without
training data at all. To achieve this, intermediate features that are shared by seen
and unseen concept should be exploited. Thus, attributes naturally t into this
assumption. Lampert et al. [72] and Yu and Aloimonos [170] proposed a genera-
tive model that incorporate attributes as intermediate random variables between
features and objects. Rohrbach et al. extended knowledge transfer in zero-shot
learning by WordNet semantic hierarchy besides attributes [110]. Bergamo et al.
built a compact codebook from attribute classiers and represent images as codes
from the codebook to perform novel-category recognition [7]. Branson et al. [12]
proposed a method for object recognition by bringing humans in the loop for giv-
ing attribute judgments on unseen objects. However, the performance of zero-shot
learning is still far from standard learning, nonetheless, given the limited amount
of training information, we believe that the performance gap is not discouragingly
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large, and that learning with attributes has the potential to complement supervised
classication in areas where no or only few training examples are available.
As features to assist concept learning, Su et al. [136] demonstrated that com-
bining attribute responses and low-level features are benecial for learning. Shri-
vastava et al. [127] added relative attributes and constraints between attributes
to further boost scene classication. Wang and Mori [155] utilized attributes as
shared latent variables between categories and improved object recognition by a
latent SVM model. Similarly, Hwang et al. [60] proposed a discriminative model
assuming the low-level visual features are shared by sharing features between ob-
jects and attributes. Yao et al. [165] represented images as attribute and poselet
classiers. Then, they reconstruct the representations by sparse coding for human
action recognition. The intuition of their work is that sparse coding reconstruction
may recover the errors in attribute prediction. Dhar et al. [32] used attributes as
features to predict aesthetics and interestingness of photos. The above research
oer promising evidences in that attributes can narrow down the semantic gap.
2.2.3 Attribute-based Image Retrieval
Attributes are also becoming powerful in image search. Some work focuses on
composing semantic feature (or index) vectors by the condence scores of binary
attribute classiers; and images are then retrieved by using such feature vector.
Kumar et al. [70] combined binary attribute and simile classiers' outputs as face
representation for face verication and retrieval. Douze et al. [33] fused attributes
and Fisher vectors to form ecient image indexing for fast image search. Wang
et al. [154] designed a novel image semantic signature composed by attributes for
image re-ranking. In contrast to the above methodology, Siddiquie et al. [128]
proposed a structural SVM based approach for image search using multi-attribute
text-based queries specied by users. Their approach explicitly models the correla-
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tions of attributes that are or not parts of the query. The output of the structural
SVM is then considered as the ranking results of retrieved images. Yu et al. [166]
extended this work by incorporating weak attributes, which are loosely trained se-
mantic classiers. All of the above attribute research treat attributes as at as
concepts (or categories), i.e., the attributes are merely additional features con-
catenated with concepts. Thus, they do not exploit rich hierarchical semantics,
which are yet captured by the proposed AESH. We exploit attributes in a semantic
hierarchy in chapter 4.
Recently, Kovashka et al. [67] proposed to collect user feedbacks like \show
me shoes more formal than these and shinier than those" in terms of relative at-
tributes. A ranking SVM score function learned in relative attribute training can
be used to whittle away images not meeting users' descriptions. Compared to our
work [173], their approach aims to improve text-based image search with query-
by-word by collecting text feedbacks while our work is targeting at CBIR with
query-by-example. Moreover, binary and anity attribute feedbacks proposed in
that paper oer more general attribute descriptions of users intent. For example,
relative attributes are capable of describing adjectives like \shiny" (\shinier") but
unable to describe nouns like \eye". However, we can always use binary and anity
attributes to describe precisely what we do and do not want (e.g., \A should have
ear but should not have feather") and what are similar or not (e.g., \A is shiny like
B" or \As eye is dissimilar to Bs"). In Chapter 5, we extend attribute feedback in
a at structure into a semantic hierarchy.
2.3 Summary
Our work builds upon the recent advances of attribute learning in the computer
vision community. As compared to concepts, attributes classiers can be reliably
learnt since attributes have smaller visual variance and thus can be modeled rel-
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atively easier. Meanwhile, attributes are transferrable knowledge independent of
concepts, and thus can be even applied to unknown concepts outside the domain of
training images. These merits of attributes encourage us to propose the attribute-
based image retrieval architecture.
Learning attribute classiers is fundamental for an attribute-based system.
Current state-of-the-art attribute learning framework generally adopts the concept
learning methods (Section 2.2.1), which are not optimized for attributes. In this
thesis, we attempts to nd learning algorithms that are specic to attributes as
detailed in Chapter 3.
Though there are some published work on exploiting attributes to boost
automatic image retrieval but few of them focus on how to employ attributes for
interactive retrieval (Section 2.2.3). Moreover, when the semantical diversity of the
image gallery grows large (e.g., real-world Web images in general domain), how
to extend current attribute work into such a large-scale is still unsolved. In our
work, we propose to solve the above two issues. The most contributions are the
two proposed frameworks: Attribute Feedback [173] and and Attribute-augmented





Attribute Learning for Semantic
Image Representation
In this chapter, we propose two attribute classier learning algorithms that can
reliably detect the attributes in a given image. Specically, we propose to simulta-
neously select informative visual cues and learn attribute classiers. Furthermore,
when concept labels of training images are available, we explicitly exploit the labels
of training at both the attribute-level and concept-level to remove the bias of the
attribute classiers to certain concepts. By doing this, we expect to learn attribute
classiers that generalize well to images from various concepts. Experimental re-
sults on a real-world image data set demonstrate the eectiveness of our proposed
methods.
The organization of this chapter is as follows. Section 3.1 introduces the
overview of the proposed methods. Section 3.2 reviews some necessary background
knowledge on attribute learning. Then, we introduce the rst attribute learning
algorithm: Simultaneous Feature and Attribute Learning in Section 3.3 and the sec-
ond algorithm: Concept-assisted Attribute Learning in Section 3.4. Experimental
results are given in Section 3.5, followed by a summary in Section 3.6.
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3.1 Overview
Existing image retrieval systems built on high-level semantic representation have
shown promising progress to some extent. However, the performance is still far
from satisfactory due to the well known semantic gap problem. This is mainly
due to (1) the poor generalization ability of the existing concept detectors, which
face the large inter-concept variance of the low-level features; and (2) these concept
classiers cannot be applied in domains outside the scope of a xed concept lexicon.
Recently, attributes instead of concepts are advocated to model image se-
mantics. Attributes refer to semantic descriptions of the essential properties of
concepts such as the visual appearances (e.g., \round" as shape, \metallic" as
texture), sub-components (e.g., \has wheel", \has leg"), functionalities (e.g.,
\can y", \can swim") and various discriminative properties (e.g., \properties
that dog has but cat do not"). As introduced in Section 1.2.2, attributes have
smaller visual variance, and posses reusable and transferrable semantics as com-
pared to concepts. Therefore, attributes are expected to be more easily modeled
and generalizable than concepts.
Many state-of-the-art attribute learning algorithms directly adopt concept
learning framework to learn the attribute classiers. However, concept learning
methods may ignore some essential information embedded in the domain of at-
tributes, leading to unreliable attribute classiers. First, as opposed to concepts,
attributes usually correspond to small spatial regions of the whole images. Conven-
tional visual features are usually based on global visual features which are pooled
from local features (e.g., spatial pyramids pooling). However, some local visual cues
that are informative for learning attributes might be lost and not be recoverable by
the subsequent classiers. This will result in attribute classiers that correlate to
irrelevant visual features. Second, we note that conventional learning algorithms
usually ignore the fact that attributes are shared properties of concepts. Thus,
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algorithms that solely based on training images that are labeled with/without an
attribute will be confused by the irrelevant features of concepts. For example, if the
majority of attribute sample images for \wing" are derived from the concept \air-
plane", then directly training the attribute classier from these samples will bias
towards to \metallic" feature of the concept \airplane" but neglect the essential
\wing" visual cues (e.g., appendages of torso).
To address the rst problem, we propose a novel Simultaneous Feature and
Attribute Learning algorithm that adaptively selects the pooling regions and local
feature selection for learning classiers. The selected local features are then pooled
to generate the global features for the subsequent attribute classier learning. When
concept-level labels are available, we propose the Concept-assisted Attribute Learn-
ing algorithm that exploits the labels of training images at both the attribute-level
and concept-level to decorrelate attribute feature dimensions from concepts. By
doing so, we expect to learn the attribute classiers that generalize well to images
from various concepts.
3.2 Attribute Learning Framework
State-of-the-art attribute learning (or attribute classication) algorithms usually
adopt the popular image (concept) classication framework, which comprises four
steps. (a) raw image feature descriptors like color, texture or shape (detailed in
Chapter 2 are extracted from image local patches. Then, (b) these features are
encoded into an overcomplete representation using various algorithms such as K-
means [36] or sparse coding [75]. (c) After the coding, global image representations
are formed by spatially pooling the coded local descriptors. Finally, (d) such global
representations are fed into classiers to perform classication task. Methods fol-
lowing such a pipeline have achieved state-of-the-art performance on several chal-
lenging classication tasks, such as Caltech-101 and Pascal VOC [37]. Next, we
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detail the pipeline formally.
Local Feature Extraction. In this step, we extract local image features over
local image patches, for example, densely 4  4-pixel cells. For image I, we may
extract M such features D = fd1;d2; :::;dMg. For any di 2 Rd, it can be a 3-d
RBG color intensity, or a 48-d texton lter response, or a 128-d SIFT descriptor.
Coding. This step aims to encode a local feature descriptor di to code ci. One main
purpose of coding is to remove the large variance of local features. Mathematically,
this is implemented by solving a local feature reconstruction problem, where the
solved reconstruction coecients are the \codes". The coding solves:
min
c
kd Uck2; s:t: c 2 F ; (3.1)
where U 2 RdK is an over-complete dictionary (i.e. , K  d), and F is a feasible
region. For example, when F = fcjc 2 f0; 1g; kck1 = 1g, the coding reduces to
the well-known K-means method [36]. When F = fcjkck1  g, where  > 0 is a
constant, it becomes the popular sparse coding [75].
Pooling. After the coding step, the encoded local descriptors can be pooled (or
aggregated) in a spatial region without losing too much information. Pooling, which
has long been part of the popular recognition architectures such as the convolutional
networks [74], gives robustness to small transformations of the image. Typically,
the pooling regions are spatial pyramid [73] built on images. A popular one consists
of 1  1, 2  2, and 4  4 spatial grid cells, which make up to 21 pools. Suppose
there are L spatial pools and Pl is the set of local feature codes in the l-th pool
and xl is the l-th pooled codes. Denote ci as the i-th dimension of c, and thus the












When p = 1, the pooling is known as average pooling, or bag-of-words; when
p ! 1, it is known as max-pooling. Then, the low-level image representation
x is concatenated by the L pooled codes, i.e., x = [x1;x2; :::;xL]. From now on
and throughout this thesis, the low-level image representation is generated by the
pipeline introduced in this section.
Classication. Suppose we are given a set of N images fIig, along with their
representations and associate labels f(x1; y1); :::; (xN ; yN)g, where xi 2 X is a low-
level feature vector obtained in Eq. (3.2) and yi 2 A = fa1; :::; aMg is any of the M
attribute labels. Without loss of generality, we wish to learn attribute classier fa
for attribute a using images labeled with/without a. Particularly, yi 2 f+1; 1g
denotes the binary attribute labels and fa(x) = f+1; 1g is therefore a binary
classier1. Modern classiers adopt the linear SVM classiers, i.e., fa(x) = w
T
a x,
since they are ecient in training and well-generalized in testing. Usually, we apply
some normalization function to map fa(x) into the range [0; 1] that represent the
probability of the presence of attribute a [122]. In order to learn the classier










where `(wa; yi;xi) is a squared hinge loss function for smoothness, dened as
`(wa; yi;xi) =

max(0;wTa xi  yi   1)
2
: (3.4)
The above problem can be eciently solved by any o-the-shelf SVM toolbox.2 By
using the learnt attribute classiers, we can represent an image as a vector of the
probabilities of the attribute presence, e.g., [fa1(xi); :::; faM (xi)].
1The more general form of linear function, f(x) = wTx+b, can still be written as f(x) = wTx
by adopting the padding wT  [wT ; b] and xT  [xT ; 1].
2//http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/ cjlin/liblinear/
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3.3 Simultaneous Feature and Attribute Learn-
ing
As reviewed above, the pooling step adopts the pre-dened spatial regions to pool
local features, which may cause information loss [9], especially for attributes since
the visual cues usually correspond to small spatial regions. We wish to recover
the information loss caused by coding and pooling supervised by the classication
model. In particular, we would like to retrain the raw local features involved in the











where l(di) is a pooling activation function that guides the contributions of the
local feature code ci. Moreover, l(di) = (r
T
l di) is a sigmoid function, where rl is
the regression parameter for the l-th pool.
By redening the pooling function, we can address the information loss be-
cause: (1) we re-weight the raw local descriptors into the nal representation; and
(2) this redened pooling function can be tuned adaptively to the performance of
the classication model, thus enhancing the informative local feature codes while
suppressing the irrelevant ones. We jointly model the pooling function and clas-













` (w; r; Ii; yi)
)
: (3.6)
Without loss of generality, we remove the subscript a denoting that the parameters
are with respect to attribute a. For dierentiable purpose, the loss function is
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dened as the following quadratic form:
` (w; r; Ii; yi) =
24max











p! 1p1A352 : (3.7)
The solution can be obtained by alternatively solving for w and r by using SGD
(Stochastic Gradient Descent method) [134]. It is because it is dicult to load all
the local features di into the memory. For initializations, we adopt batch linear
SVM to solve for initial w with r = 0 since it is very ecient to nd a stable global
solution using any o-the-shelf SVM solvers.
3.4 Concept-assisted Attribute Learning
The above mentioned attribute learning algorithms will inevitably be biased to-
wards certain concepts if the training images are biased to those concepts. For
example, the \wing" of a plane looks much dierently from the \wing" of a bird.
However, if we train a \wing" model directly from images labeled with/without
\wing", the resultant model may be biased to irrelevant feature dimensions. Such
as the \sky" feature if there are many training images with bird or airplane in the
sky. Then, the model will fail to predict the presence of \wing" in chicken images
since chicken never y in the sky.
Inspired by [40], we propose a Concept-Assisted Attribute Learning algo-
rithm that decorrelate the visual bias to certain concepts. For example, when
concept-level labels are available, in order to train the \wing" classier, we rst
collect \bird" with and without \wing" as training samples, and train a prelim-
inary linear classier parameterized by wbird, called \bird wing". Then, we may
train another preliminary classier called \plane wing" and so on. By dong so, we
nally obtain a set of parameters (e.g., wbird, wplane) of such preliminary classiers.
For each attribute, it is reasonably to assume a sparse subset of the original feature.
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For example, \wing" will most like to correspond to texture and shape features but
irrelevant to colors. Due to the success of `1-norm in learning sparse model [75],







max(0; 1  yi wTc xi)
2
; (3.8)
where C is a trade-o parameter needs tuning, Nc is the number of training samples
labeled with attribute a in concept c. The `1-norm induced on wc yields sparse
solutions, i.e., many zero entries. Denote IDXc as the indices of non-zero entries of
wc and thus x[IDXc] are the feature dimensions only corresponds to the attribute
of concept c.





where C is the set of concept labels. Therefore, feature x[IDX] will represent the
most informative visual features of a certain attributes from dierent concepts.
Recall that IDXc is independently selected based on intra-concept training data
(Eq. (3.8)) and thus we remove attribute-irrelevant within the concept. For exam-
ple, we can remove \sky" from \wing" of concept \plane". Meanwhile, the merge
process in Eq. (3.9) aims to combine attribute-relevant features from various con-
cepts. For example, we merge \feather wing" and \metallic wing" and thus the
training data of both \bird" and \plane" will oer a comprehensive statistics of
\wing". Finally, we use the unbiased feature x  x[IDX] to learn the overal-
l attribute classier using linear SVM as in Eq. (3.3). For example, the attribute
classier of \wing" trained on both \bird" and \plane" data is expected to response
correctly on only \wing".
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3.5 Experiments
In this section, we systematically evaluate the proposed attribute learning methods
on a large-scale image data set introduced in Section 1.4.
3.5.1 Settings
The data set has 958 concepts (leaf concepts in ImageNet hierarchy) and each
of which has 600-1300 images. We randomly selected 100 images per concept for
attribute annotation and attribute learning. This gives rise to 95,800 images, which,
to the best of our knowledge, is the largest data set with attribute annotation.
Among the 100 images per concept, we randomly selected 80 images for training
and 20 images for testing.
We compared the proposed Simultaneous Feature and Attribute Learning
(SFAL) and Concept-assisted Attribute Learning (CaAL) with the state-of-the-art
attribute learning framework using sparse coding, spatial pyramid max-pooling,
followed by linear SVM (linearSVM). Note that in SFAL and linearSVM, we did
not exploit the concept-level labels.
To represent image content, we extracted four types of visual features: edge,
color, texture, and Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) descriptors [84].
While edge descriptor was extracted globally from the entire image, the other de-
scriptors were extracted locally. In particular, edges were found using the standard
canny detector and their orientations were quantized into 9 unsigned bins. This
gives rise to a 9-D edge descriptor for each image. Color descriptors in terms of
the 3-channel LAB values were densely extracted from each pixel. Texture descrip-
tors were computed for each pixel as the 48-D responses of texton lter banks [77].
SIFT descriptors were densely extracted from image patches at multiple scales of
f88; 1212; 1616g-pixel size, at 4-pixel steps. For color, texture and SIFT de-
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scriptors, we adopted the state-of-the-art locality-constrained linear sparse coding
(LLC) [151] method with max-pooling strategy to generate the global represen-
tations of images. We used a 512-D codebook for color and texture, 4,096-D for
SIFT. As a result, we had 5,129-D global feature representation for each image.
Since attributes usually correspond to image regions but not the entire image. In
order to obtain features that better characterize attributes, we split each image into
2  3 grids, and extracted the above features from each grids. Finally, we obtained
a 35,903-D (i.e., 5,129  7) feature vector for each image.
We learnt linear SVM classiers for concepts and attributes by employing
LIBLINEAR toolbox1. We learned the `1 linear logistic regressors to select infor-
mative features for learning attributes. For stochastic gradient descent method
that solves the proposed simultaneous feature and attribute learning algorithm, we
used a mini-batch of 100 training samples and set the learning rate as 0:01jjwcjj2p
t
,
where t is the iteration number. The maximum number of iterations was set as
500. The algorithmic parameters of the above models were tuned through ve-fold
cross validation.
For classier performance comparison, we adopted the widely used perfor-
mance metric: area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC). AUC
describes the probability that a randomly chosen positive sample will be ranked
higher than a randomly chosen negative sample. The large the AUC, the better
the performance.
3.5.2 Results
Figure 3.1 shows the performance of the three attribute learning algorithms for
33 attributes. We observe that the proposed CaAL (mean AUC:0.92) and SFAL

































































































































Figure 3.1: Performance of the classiers for the 33 attributes.
The reasons are two folds. First, when concept-level labels are not available, S-
FAL adaptively re-weight the pooling function of local features, thus preventing
unnecessary information loss during spatial pooling in ScSPSVM. Second, when
concept-level labels are available, CaAL decorrelates the visual bias to concepts
and hence generalizes better than methods such as SFAL and ScSPSVM without
concept supervision. This demonstrates that concept-level labels with strong prior
knowledge can help to improve attribute learning.
Figure 3.2 illustrates the weights of spatial regions obtained by SFAL. We can
see that SFAL can roughly select the regions that are informative for the referenced
attributes.
Figure 3.3 depicts some examples with attributes of top 5 prediction scores
from CaAL. Note that the other two methods oer no better predictions. Some
wrong attribute predictions such as the \wheel" prediction for the \donut" image
are probably confused by similar visual appearances. We can reasonably avoid such
failure when we dene the attributes in the context of dierent semantic concepts
(see Chapter 5). For example, \wheel" classier is not activated if we detect that




Figure 3.2: Illustrative examples of spatial weights obtained by SFAL. The images
on the left are the input images and the ones on the right are the weighting maps


























Figure 3.3: Illustrative examples of top 5 attribute predictions of CaAL.
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3.6 Summary
Attribute classiers are the most fundamental building blocks of attribute-based
image retrieval. This chapter presents a framework for attribute learning. The
essential dierence between attribute and concept is that attributes are shared by
concepts. This sharing mechanism results in intriguing properties of attributes:
\composable" and \reusable", which open a new promising perspective for building
a semantic image retrieval system. For example, if a system fails to represent an
image as \dog", the attribute model may overcome it by reporting \furry", \has
leg", etc. Moreover, even if the system never saws a \teddy bear", it may still report
\furry", \has leg". Therefore, attributes as semantic representation of images are
more desirable than semantic concepts.
We developed two novel attribute learning algorithms. The rst one is called
Simultaneous Feature and Attribute Learning (SFAL) algorithm that adaptively s-
elects the pooling regions and local feature selection for learning classiers. The
selected local features are then pooled to generate the global features for the sub-
sequent attribute classier learning. The second one is called Concept-assisted
Attribute Learning (CaAL) algorithm that exploits the labels of training images at
both the attribute-level and concept-level to decorrelate attribute feature dimen-
sions from concepts. By doing so, we expect to learn the attribute classiers that
generalize well to images from various concepts. Experimental results demonstrat-
ed the eectiveness of the proposed algorithms. Particularly, we found that when
concept-level labels are available, Concept-assisted Attribute Learning algorithm
outperforms the state-of-the-art attribute learning method and the other proposed
method. Since the ImageNet data set we used in this thesis has concept labels, we
therefore adopt the Simultaneous Feature and Attribute Learning algorithm as our
attribute learning method in the rest of the thesis. In Chapter 5, we will introduce





In this chapter, we exploit attributes as semantic image representations and intro-
duce the attribute-based image retrieval framework. Specically, we present a new
relevance feedback scheme, termed Attribute Feedback (AF). At each interactive
iteration, AF rst determines the most informative binary attributes for binary
attribute feedbacks which specify which attributes are of users' interest. Moreover,
the binary attribute feedbacks are augmented by attribute anity feedbacks which
describe the distance between users' envisioned image(s) and a retrieved image with
respect to the referenced attribute.
4.1 Overview
Content-based Image Retrieval (CBIR), a technique for retrieving images from a
large database of digital images based on visual content, has been studied exten-
sively since the early 1990s [132, 78, 123, 116]. It has gained increasing importance
in both the academia and industry in the current era of social media, because of
the explosive growth of images shared in cyberspace and the compelling demands
in various multimedia applications for Web and mobile clients. In spite of the re-
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Figure 4.1: The owchart of the proposed Attribute-based Image Retrieval with
Attribute Feedback (AF) framework. Images are represented with attribute-based
semantics, and the initial results are retrieved by semantic similarity using at-
tributes. The user's intent is \nd me dogs" though the query image at hand is
\a boy and a dog". Xand  denote \yes/no" bianry feedbacks on the attributes.
Users may further give anity feedbacks for an attribute (e.g., \snout"). By that
time, images without such attribute will be shadowed. s and  denote the \simi-
lar/dissimiar" attribute anity feedbacks with respect to the referenced attributes
(e.g., \snout"). By collecting user's binary and anity attribute feedbacks itera-
tively, AF shapes users search intent precisely and quickly, leading to search results
that well t user's intent.
markable progress made in the last two decades, CBIR remains challenging mainly
due to two critical scientic problems for image retrieval as discussed in Chap-
ter 1: (a) the Semantic Gap between the low-level visual features and high-level
semantics [129, 26]; and (b) the Intention Gap between user's search intent and the
query [172, 52], which hinders the understanding of user's intent behind a query.
In this chapter, we present the attribute-based image retrieval based on se-
mantic image representations in terms of attributes. With the help of attributes, the
semantic similarities between images can be measured more accurately as compared
to low-level features and hence lead to more accurate automatic image retrieval.
We compare attributes with concepts as semantic features in image retrieval and
we nd that the joint semantic features of attributes and concepts outperform the
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use of any one of them separately. For interactive image retrieval, we present a
new relevance feedback scheme, termed Attribute Feedback (AF). Unlike the tradi-
tional relevance feedback based on purely low-level visual features, the AF system
shapes users' information needs more precisely and quickly by collecting feedbacks
on intermediate level semantic attributes. At each interactive iteration, AF rst
determines the most informative binary attributes for feedbacks, preferring the at-
tributes that frequently (rarely) appear in current search results but are unlikely
(likely) to be users' interest. For example, \I want to nd an animal that has head
and leg, has no fur". Moreover, the binary attribute feedbacks can be augmented
with attribute anities, which are o-line learnt distance functions to describe the
distance between users' envisioned image(s) and a retrieved image with respect to
the referenced attribute. For example, \the leg looks like this but not that". Based
on the feedbacks on binary and anity attributes, the images in corpus are further
re-ranked towards better tting the users' information needs.
Dierent from traditional relevance feedback that simply states which im-
ages are relevant or irrelevant, AF helps users to specify their search intent more
precisely through the binary and anity attribute judgements. Therefore, AF per-
mits the search system to quickly narrow down the search to users' information
needs with less interaction eorts. Moreover, even when the top search results
contain no relevant sample, some of the results might be partially similar to users
envisioned images on certain attributes. For example, the retrieved \alpaca" image
in Figure 4.1 is irrelevant to users target, i.e., \dog", but is similar to \dog" on
the attribute \snout". By accumulating users feedbacks on such attributes, AF can
push the search closer to users target gradually. Hence, AF is expected to be able
to overcome the sparse relevant sample problem.
The owchart of the proposed framework is illustrated in Figure 4.1. First,
images are represented with attribute-based semantics, and the initial results are
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retrieved by semantic similarity using attributes. At each feedback iteration, a set
of informative attributes are selected and presented for feedbacks. In particular,
the informative attributes refers to the attributes on which users' feedbacks can
drastically enhance the subsequent search results. An attribute is considered as
informative if it frequently (rarely) appears in current search results but is unlike-
ly (likely) to be the users interests. We propose a statistical attribute selection
approach to select the most informative attributes. The approach simultaneously
exploits both the search results at the current and previous iterations. In particular,
we maintain a set of probabilistic models, each of which infers the candidacy of an
attribute being selected. At the beginning of every feedback iteration, the posterior
probabilities of these models are up-to-date based on the current search results and
previous informative posteriors. The attributes with high posterior probabilities are
then selected as informative attributes. After obtaining users binary and anity
attribute feedbacks, a search model is then executed to update the search results.
The topics of this chapter covers:
 The attribute-based image retrieval framework that supports both automatic
and interactive retrieval.
 A novel interactive search scheme named Attribute-based Image Retrieval
with Attribute Feedback (AF) for semantic image retrieval. AF enables the
search system to quickly narrow down the search to users' target based on
their binary and anity feedbacks. Moreover, AF performs well in case when
there are no/few relevant samples that often exists in real-world CBIR.
 An informative attribute selection approach, which simultaneously takes into
account the gathered information of search history.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 describes the
work ow of the proposed framework, including automatic retrieval and interactive
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retrieval based on attributes. Section 4.3 introduces the detail of the proposed
AF. Experimental results and analysis are presented in Section 4.4, followed by the
summary in Section 4.5
4.2 Attribute-based Image Retrieval
As aforementioned, low-level visual features are insucient for eective CBIR due
to the semantic gap; while high-level semantic features can alleviate this issue to
some extent but is still far from satisfactory. In this section, we use attribute as
intermediate semantic features to bridge the semantic gap. Suppose the attribute
classiers are fa1 ; :::; faM , which are learnt as discussed in Chapter 3. Then, given
an image represented by low-level feature xi, the attribute-based semantic features
of the image are then
zi = [zi1 = fa1(xi); :::; ziM = faM (xi)]: (4.1)
For normalization, we applied the Weibull distribution [122] to normalize the re-




kzim   zjmk1; (4.2)
which is also known as `1-norm distance which is widely used in calculating se-
mantic similarity [122]. Based on this similarity, images in database can be ranked
according to a query image. Note this search is also called automatic retrieval s-
ince it does not involve any user interaction. If the users are not satisfactory with
the initial results, we employ a novel interactive retrieval scheme called Attribute
Feedback to improve the search results.
AF aims to assist the user in nding more target images via interactive feed-
backs on attributes. With users in the loop, the system will learn how to describe
the target images precisely using both the binary attribute and their anities. The
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attribute descriptions will then serve as semantic cues for the system to nd more
relevant results. Without loss of generality, suppose we are at the t-th feedback
iteration. The system displays a image set It (e.g., the top 100 results) to the user
and a binary attribute set At on the attribute panel (as illustrated in Figure 5.1).
Then, through At, the user will be able to respond to the system on which at-
tributes are positive (expected to appear) or negative (expected to disappear) in
It. Futhermore, when a positive binary attribute coincides with the name of an
anity attribute, the user may also give anity feedbacks on images by telling the
system whether an image in It is similar or dissimilar to her target image with
respect to the referenced attribute.
Meanwhile, from the system's perspective, it maintains sets Bt and Bt that
record all the positive and negative binary attribute feedbacks accumulated from
the (t 1) th iteration, respectively. For the anity feedbacks, the system records
S it as the images that are similar to the target image with respect to attribute ai, and
S it as the corresponding dissimilar images. Moreover, by denoting fS itg and fS itg to
be the respective feedbacks of similar and dissimilar images collected through all the
referenced attributes, the attribute descriptions of the target image in terms of at-
tribute feedbacks collected thus far can be represented as Tt = fBt;Bt; fS itg; fS itgg.
The system will then exploit Tt to rene the search results.
4.3 Attribute Feedback
In this section, we are going to introduce the AF scheme in detail. It has three key
components as follows:
 Informative Attribute Selection. This component focus on selecting attributes
At to the users. The selected attributes should be informative for users to
give feedbacks.
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 Feedbacks on Attributes and their Anities. This component collects the user
feedbacks on attributes At and their anities S it or S it.
 Search with Feedbacks. Given the user's attribute feedbacks Tt, this compo-
nent is responsible for ranking images to yield It.
4.3.1 Informative Attributes Selection
A straightforward approach for the rst component is to let At = A, i.e., force
the user to label all the attribute vocabulary. Apparently, no user is cooperative
to nish such tedious task. Another method is to use only the most \apparent"
attributes in the initial query image. However, only one query can hardly reect
all the user's information needs. For example, although the attribute \wheel" is
missing from a query image \car", the \wheel" is still highly informative for a user
to nd \car".
We argue that an attribute is informative if it frequently (rarely) appears
in search results It but is unlikely (likely) to be users interests. Such cases suggest
there is a big dierence between retrieved results at present and users' search intent.
Therefore, if an attribute frequently (rarely) appears in the results, a negative
(positive) feedback on this attribute will drastically improve the subsequent results.
We should also note that some trivially missing attributes should not be counted
as informative. For example, it is absurd to let the user give feedback on the
attribute \engine" when one is looking for \monkey" since \engine" hardly appears
in \monkey" albeit it rarely appears in retrieved results.
We propose a Bayesian framework based on the currently and previously
retrieved results gathered by Yt = fIigti. Suppose a binary random variable vi is
associated to each attribute ai 2 N : vi = 1 if ai 2 At and vi = 0 otherwise. Our
framework maintains m = jN j parallel Bayesian systems pt(vi) = (vi = 1jYt) which
is the posterior probability of the informativeness of ai based on Yt. Ordered by
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such probabilities in pt(vi), the system will select up to K attributes to form At.
Applying Bayes' rule, we obtain the updating rule for model pt(vi) as:
pt(vi) =
P (Itjvi = 1)pt 1(vi)
P (Itjvi = 1)pt 1(vi) + P (Itjvi = 0)(1  pt 1(vi)) : (4.3)
For initialization, given the initial query image q, we set p0(vi) as ai's classier
response probability and I1 to be the initial retrieval results.
The above derivation makes use of the basic statistical assumption:
P (Itjvi;Yt 1) = P (Itjvi); (4.4)
which means that given vi, the current search results It is independent of the history
results Yt 1. In other words, we say vi is a sucient statistic for Yt 1 since Yt 1 only
aects the distribution of It through vi. This assumption stems from the intuition
that the inference of vi is evident from Yt, which in turn is derived from Yt 1.
Now we show how to compute P (Itjvi). We assume that the images in It
contain users' intent and use the conditional entropy of ai given It to delineate
frequency (or rarity) of ai. Formally, we dene the probabilities P (Itjvi = 1) and
P (Itjvi = 0) as:
P (Itjvi = 1) =  
  (H(aijIt))P (ai = 1jIt)P
i
   (H(aijIt))P (ai = 1jIt) ; (4.5a)
P (Itjvi = 0) =  
+ (H(aijIt))P (ai = 0jIt)P
i
   (H(aijIt))P (ai = 0jIt) ; (4.5b)
where   () and  +() are monotonically decreasing and increasing functions, which
will be dened later (in Eq. (4.6)). Here, P (aijIt) is used as a regularization term
to prevent trivial results like totally unrelated attributes that are unlikely to appear
in It albeit the entropy of them is also very large. The probability P (ai = 1jIt) =
1   P (ai = 0jIt) is the average of the probabilistic outputs of the classier of ai,
i.e., P (ai = 1jIt) =
P
xj2It P (ai = 1jxj)=jItj.
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P (ai = bjxj) logP (ai = bjxj);
(4.6)
where we assume that the prior P (xj) = 1=jItj.
Note the maximum and minimum of H(aijIt) is 1 and 0, respectively. There-
fore, typical denitions of   () and  +() can be:
   (H(aijIt)) = 1 H(aijIt);  + (H(aijIt)) = H(aijIt): (4.7)
The intuition of these denitions is consistent with our argument on attribute
informativeness. Frequently or rarely appeared attributes cause small H(aijIt)
while low users' interests lead to small and large normalization value in equa-
tion 4.5a and 4.5b, respectively. These result in large P (Itjvi = 1) and small
P (Itjvi = 0), i.e., large informativeness p(vi).
The time complexity of updating all the Bayesian systems is O(m), where m
is the size of the attribute vocabulary. Hence, the informative attribute selection
can be applied in real-time. Next, we will introduce how to retrieve images based
on users' attribute feedbacks.
4.3.2 Attribute Anity
The anity of attributes can distinguish the attributes shared by many concepts.
In particular, a distance function is designed for each of those attributes in order to
quantitatively describe how two images are similar with respect to the referenced
attribute. As illustrated in Figure 4.2, given two objects, e.g., sheep and monkey,
the anity of attribute \ear" will indicate the anity between any two of the
three ears. Not surprisingly, the distance function will judge the \ear" of two
sheep to be closer while that of the sheep and monkey to be farther. Therefore,
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Figure 4.2: The intuition of the anity of a referenced attribute. The two sheep
images are similar on attribute \ear", while the monkey image is dissimilar to them
with respect to \ear".
the anity of attributes enables further comparisons between objects that share
common attributes, and thus endow more discriminative information than binary
attributes as well as leaving the size of attribute lexicon unchanged.
Before we start discussing the distance learning, we denote xi  xi[IDXa] if
we select the features for attribute a as in Chapter 3, Section 3.4. Then, we dene
the distance function for attribute a as a Mahalanobis distance metric as:
da(Ii; Ij) =
q
(xi   xj)TMa(xi   xj); (4.8)
where Ma is a semi-denite symmetric matrix. Denote Ii a Ij (or xi a xj) as
\image Ii is similar (or dissimilar) to image Ij with respect to attribute a". In order
to characterize the anity of attribute a in the two images, the distance function
da() should measure the distance of Ii and Ij to be closer than that between Ik
and Ij, if Ii a Ij and Ik a Ij, i.e.,
d2a(Ij; Ik)  d2a(Ii; Ij)  ;
s:t: Ii a Ij; Ik a Ij;
(4.9)
where  > 0 is a margin constant.
Given the training sample pairs S = f(Ii; Ij)jIi a Ijg as the similar set and
Sa = f(Ii; Ij)jIi  Ijg as the dissimilar set, we wish to learn Ma in a discrimina-
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tive way by favoring similar images to be closer while penalizing the distance of
dissimilar ones that are closed to the similar ones. Therefore, we have the following









s:t: d2a(Ij; Ik)  d2a(Ii; xj)  1  ijk;
ijk  0; Ma  0;
(Ii; Ij) 2 Sa; (Ii; Ik) 2 Sa:
(4.10)
where  > 0 is a trade-o parameter and ijk is the slack variable. In order to avoid
over-tting and to shorten the training time, we rst reduce the dimensions of the
attribute feature vectors to d (e.g., d = 200) using PCA and then learn the distance
matrix of size d d. Since it is expensive to label the attribute-level training pairs,
in our implementation, Sa and Sa can be easily collected by randomly sampling
image pairs with positive attribute labels from the same and distinct concept.
4.3.3 Retrieval With Binary and Anity Attribute Feed-
backs
The search model aims to score an image x in the image collection by its rele-
vance to users' intent in terms of attribute feedbacks, Tt. The score function is a
discriminative model of Tt given x:
P (Ttjx) / P (Btjx)	+
 fS itg; x	  fS itg; x ; (4.11)
where Bt = faijai 2 Bt [ Bt; s:t: S it = ; S it = g is the set of attributes without
any anity feedbacks (i.e., pure binary feedbacks).
This rst term P (Btjx) in Eq. (4.11) measures the relevance of image x to
the user's target image with respect to binary feedbacks. By assuming that the
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P (ai = 1jx)
Y
ai2Bt\Bt
P (ai = 0jx); (4.12)
The second and third terms in Eq. (4.11) are positive and negative potential
functions that jointly model the compatibility of the knowledge transferred by image
x and the anity feedbacks. If xj 2 S it (or xj 2 S it), the presence of ai in x, i.e.,
P (ai = 1jx), should be enhanced if the anity of xj and x is close (or far) with












where  (S it ; x) is dened as:







where  is the Gaussian normalization parameter, dai(x; xj) is the distance of image
x and xj with respect to ai. Similarly, we can dene  (S it; z). We should force
dai(x; xj) = 0 if ai is absent from x. The absence of ai can be determined if
P (ai = 1jx) is smaller than
P
j P (ai = 1jxj)=(jS it j+ jS
i
tj), where xj 2 S it [S it. Note
that this threshold is reasonable because users will always give anity feedbacks
on images where the referenced attribute ai is present.
The search complexity with attribute feedbacks is O(Nm), which is linear
with the size N of the image corpus. This complexity is exible to be reduced




In this section, we systematically evaluate the proposed Attribute-based Image
Retrieval with Attribute Feedback framework. We rst evaluate the performance
of the automatic retrieval and then investigate the superiority of the the proposed
Attribute Feedback (AF).
4.4.1 Settings
The dataset we used in this experiment is introduced in Section 1.4. The low-level
features we used are introduced in Section 3.5.1. The attribute classiers were
learnt by the Concept-assisted Attribute Learning method. Moreover, in order
to exploit the 1,321 concepts as semantic features, we learnt the 1,321 concepts by
using linear SVM in the one-vs-all settings. In order to learn the concept classiers.
We generated ground truth on the images as follows. Based on the labeling of leaf
concepts provided by ImageNet, we generated the labeling for each non-leaf concept
in a bottom-up manner. A non-leaf concept was regarded as positive to an image if
any of its child is positive, otherwise, negative. We randomly selected 100 images
from each of the 958 leaf concepts; this gives rise to a total of 95,800 experimental
queries.
To evaluate the eectiveness of the annotated attribute-based automatic re-
trieval system, we implemented the following three retrieval solutions. (a) Visual:
this approach retrieves images based on visual similarities with Eculidean metric;
(b) Concept: this concept-based approach represents each image as a concept
vector comprising the responses from the 1,322 concept classiers. It then re-
trieves images based on such representation using the `1 distance; (c) Attribute:
this attribute-based approach represents each image in terms of a semantic rep-
resentation composed by the responses from the 33 attribute classiers. It then
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retrieves images based on such representation using the `1 distance; (d) Concep-
t+Attribute: This approach represents each image as a semantic representation
composed by the responses from the 1,322 concept classiers and the 33 attribute
classiers. It retrieves images based on such representation using the `1 distance;
e) Visual+Concept+Attribute: it retrieves images by averaging the Concep-
t+Attribute similarities and Visual feature similarities.
To evaluate the eectiveness of AF in interactive retrieval, we compared it
to the following two interactive retrieval methods. a) QPM [118]: Query Point
Movement method updates the query based on image feedbacks, and renes search
results using the new query; and b) SVM [143]: this approach learns a SVM clas-
sier from the \relevant" and \irrelevant" images and ranks images according to
their responses from the classiers. For fair comparison, we incorporated image
feedbacks into AF. Moreover, as we will show later, the Concept+Attribute seman-
tic features perform eciently and eectively for automatic retrieval. Hence, we
used the semantic features as image representation rather than the low-level visual
features. We also xed to initiate the interactive methods which are independent
on the initial results.
We conducted the evaluation in two settings with a xed number of feed-
backs. We conducted ve feedback iterations with feedbacks on top 20 images per
iteration. For the QPM and SVM methods, 20 feedbacks on the top 20 images were
collected in each iteration. For AF, the same number of feedbacks were collected,
including 5 feedbacks on attributes and 15 image feedbacks of retrieved images.
Hence, we suggest ve informative attributes in each iteration for soliciting the
attribute feedbacks. Given a query, the feedback process was simulated by the
computer according to the ground truth of the query category on the images and
the association between the attributes and the category.

































































































































Figure 4.3: Performance of the discriminative distance function for measuring the
anities of the 33 attributes.
the learnt attribute anity distance evaluation. In particular, we collected all the
testing and training images containing a certain attribute. For each testing image,
all the training images were ranked according to their distances to the testing
image. We adopted the Average Precision at the top K retrieved images (AP@K)
for retrieval performance evaluation [96]. We use R to denote the number of relevant
images in the database. At any ranked position j (1jK), let Rj be the number
of relevant images in the top j results. Further let Ij = 1 if the j-th image is








Figure 4.3 details the AUC of all the 33 attribute anities compared using the
original Euclidean distance and the learned discriminative Mahalanobis distance.
As we can see from the results, the discriminative ability is signicantly improved
across query concepts. More specically, the learnt distance improve the discrim-
inative ability of attribute anities which are even ambiguous to human beings.


















Figure 4.4: Performance of automatic image retrieval over the 95,800 queries..
over 0.80 AUC while only 0.68 is achieved when directly using Euclidean distance.
Figure 4.4 illustrate the performance comparison between the ve variants
of automatic retrieval methods is illustrated. We can see that Concept+Attribute
achieves the best retrieval performance in terms of MAP at all the top K result-
s as compared to the other methods. The performance improvements of Con-
cept+Attribute over the other methods are signicant. For example, Concep-
t+Attribute improves the performance by 162.1%, 7.5%, 10.8%, and 8.5% rela-
tively in terms of MAP at the top 50 results as compared to the Visual, Concept,
Attribute, and Visual+Concept+Attribute methods, respectively. The superiority
of Concept+Attribute as compared to the other methods arises from the following
aspects: (a) semantic features are reliable than low-level visual features in interpret-
ing image semantics. Moreover, note that Concept performs better than Attribute
due to the number of dimensions (1322) is much larger than Attribute (33). At-
tributes as intermediate semantics can bridge the semantic gaps between high-level
concepts and low-level features, which enhance the semantics of concepts and (b)






















































Figure 4.5: Performance of interactive retrieval with ve feedback iterations over
the 95; 800 queries.
features can perform better but needs sophisticated engineering, which is beyond
the focus of this thesis. Simple fusion methods, such as what we implemented in
this experiment, may unfortunately degrade the performance by introducing un-
reliable visual features. In the rest experiment of the thesis, we only adopt the
Concept+Attribute features as our semantic image representations.
Figure 4.4 compares the performance of AF with respective to the state-of-
the-art RF methods, i.e., QPM and SVM. Specially, it shows the performance of
interactive retrieval for ve feedback iterations in terms of MAP at the top 20,
50, and 100 search results, respectively. From these results, we can derive the
following observations: (a) The proposed AF based interactive retrieval approach
outperforms the other two methods at every iteration and for all the top 20, 50,
and 100 results. (b) AF signicantly reduces the interaction eorts while achieving
comparable performance as compared to the other two methods. For example,
consider the MAP at top 20 results, AF obtains a comparable performance at the
3rd and 3rd iteration as compared to the performance of QPM and SVM at the last
round, respectively. In other words, AF can reduce labeling eorts by about 40%
as compared to the state-of-the-art methods, respectively. (c) The performance
improvement of AF over QPM and SVM validates the eectiveness of attribute
feedbacks in delivering user search intent.
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4.5 Summary
In this chapter, we exploited attributes as semantic image representations and in-
troduced the attribute-based image retrieval framework. Specically, we presented
a new relevance feedback scheme, termed Attribute Feedback (AF). Through exten-
sive experiments on a large-scale data set, we showed that the proposed framework
outperforms the state-of-the-art methods. For automatic retrieval, we compared
the attributes with concepts as semantic features in image retrieval towards bridg-
ing the semantic gap and found that the joint semantic feature of attributes and
concepts outperform the use of any one of them separately. For interactive retrieval,
we demonstrated that the proposed AF can eectively narrow the intention gap.
At each interactive iteration, AF rst determines the most informative binary at-
tributes for binary attribute feedbacks which specify which attributes are of users'
interest. Moreover, the binary attribute feedbacks are then augmented by attribute
anity feedbacks which describe the distance between users' envisioned image(s)
and a retrieved image with respect to the referenced attribute.
In the next chapter, we will extend this proposed framework to a semantic
hierarchy. We will see how attributes augment the semantic hierarchy, which in




Hierarchy for Image Retrieval
This chapter presents a novel Attribute-augmented Semantic Hierarchy (A2SH) and
demonstrates its eectiveness in bridging both the semantic and intention gaps in
Content-based Image Retrieval (CBIR). A2SH organizes the semantic concepts into
multiple semantic levels and augments each concept with a set of related attributes,
which describe the multiple facets of the concept and act as the intermediate bridge
connecting the concept and low-level visual content. A hierarchical semantic simi-
larity function is learnt to characterize the semantic similarities among images for
retrieval. To better capture user search intent, a hybrid feedback mechanism is
developed, which collects hybrid feedbacks on attributes and images. These feed-
backs are then used to rene the search results based on A2SH. We develop a
content-based image retrieval system based on the proposed A2SH. Experimental
results show that the proposed A2SH can characterize the semantic anities among
images accurately and can shape user search intent precisely and quickly, leading













































Figure 5.1: Illustration of the proposed Attribute-augmented Semantic Hierarchy
(A2SH) and the image retrieval system developed on A2SH.
5.1 Overview
As the amount and scope of semantic concepts increase, semantic hierarchy, such
as ImageNet [29] and LSCOM [95], has been developed to organize the semantic
concepts from general to specic and the hierarchy essentially partitions the se-
mantic space hierarchically, towards better addressing the semantic gap problem.
The hierarchy has been found to be encouraging in improving the understanding
of visual content [38, 89]. However, there still lacks the correspondences between
visual features and semantics, due to the intra-concept variations and inter-concept
similarities on visual properties. On the other hand, to address the intention gap
problem, Relevance Feedback (RF) has been introduced into image retrieval. RF
collects user feedbacks on candidate images, indicating them as \relevant" or \ir-
relevant", and lets the system infer the users' search intent based on these labeled
images [118, 22]. However, due to the discrepancy between user's intent and low-
level visual cues, RF has often been revealed ineective in narrowing the search to
target in practice.
Motivated by the above observations, we propose a novel Attribute-augmented
Semantic Hierarchy (A2SH), towards narrowing both the semantic and intention
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gaps, and demonstrate its eectiveness in both automatic and interactive Content-
based Image Retrieval. Here, attributes refer to semantic descriptions of concepts
such as the visual appearances (e.g., \round" as shape, \metallic" as texture), sub-
components (e.g., \has wheel", \has leg"), and various discriminative properties
(e.g., \properties that dog has but cat do not"). Figure 5.1 shows an illustration
of A2SH. A semantic hierarchy consisting of semantic concepts is augmented by a
pool of attributes. Each semantic concept is linked to a set of related attributes.
For example, \car" is augmented by the attributes \window" and \metallic", etc.
These attributes are specications of the multiple facets of the corresponding con-
cept and can act as an intermediate bridge connecting the concept and low-level
visual cues. Moreover, they span a local semantic space in the context of the con-
cept. On the other hand, the same attribute may have dierent semantics in the
context of dierent concepts. For example, the attribute \wing" of concept \bird"
refers to appendages that are feathered; while the same attribute refers to metallic
appendages in the context of \jet". Hence, associating an attribute to concepts can
reveal the heterogeneous meanings of the same attribute.
We equip A2SH with a set of concept classiers and attribute classiers. The
concept classier is used to predict the presence of a concept in images, while the
attribute classier aims to predict the presence of the attributes in the context
of its associated concept. As a result, A2SH is able to interpret the semantics of
image content with a hierarchial semantic representation. In particular, an image
can be represented as the responses from the concept classiers as well as the
linked attribute classiers, leading to a hierarchical interpretation consisting of
multiple levels of semantic granulations. Based on such interpretation, we develop
a hierarchical semantic similarity function to precisely characterize the semantic
similarities between images. The semantic similarity between any two images is
computed as a hierarchical aggregation of their similarities in the local semantic
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spaces of their common semantic concepts at multiple levels. In the local semantic
space of each concept, a local semantic metric is learnt to capture the semantic
anities between images in the context of the concept.
Based on the above A2SH, we develop a content-based image retrieval sys-
tem, which supports both automatic retrieval and interactive retrieval with user
feedbacks. The system owchart is illustrated in Figure 5.1. In the oine part,
we rst learn the concept classiers, attribute classiers, and hierarchial semantic
similarity function to equip A2SH. We next use A2SH to process the database
images and obtain their hierarchical semantic representations. All the images are
indexed hierarchically based on their semantic paths in the hierarchy to enable e-
cient large-scale retrieval. In the online part, a given query image is rst processed
by A2SH, getting its hierarchical semantic representation, based on which a collec-
tion of candidate images are returned from the database according to the index.
Similar images are then retrieved from the candidate set based on their hierarchical
semantic similarities to the query. After the automatic retrieval, we present the
results to solicit user feedbacks. We enable a broad channel of feedback to help
user deliver search intent by providing hybrid feedbacks on attributes and images.
While the image feedbacks collect positive and negative samples of user intent, the
feedbacks on attributes compose a clearer semantic description of the intent [173],
such as \has head and leg, not furry." These hybrid feedbacks are analyzed by
A2SH, leading to a precise semantic interpretation of user intent, and are used to
rene the search results. We expect the hybrid feedbacks leading to better search
results with less interaction eort.
We evaluate the proposed system on a large-scale corpus of over one million
Web images. The experimental results have demonstrated the superiority of the
proposed system over state-of-the-arts CBIR approaches. This chapter focuses on
the following topics:
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 A proposed novel Attribute-augmented Semantic Hierarchy (A2SH), in which
each concept is augmented by a set of related attributes. A2SH models the
semantics of images in the form of a hierarchical semantic representation,
which is semantically meaningful.
 A CBIR system based on the proposed A2SH and demonstrate the eective-
ness of A2SH in narrowing the semantic and intention gaps in image retrieval
over a large-scale image data set.
 A proposed novel hierarchical semantic similarity function, which is able to
accurately characterize the semantic anities among images. Moreover, we
develop a hybrid feedback mechanism to collect feedbacks on both attributes
and images, which can help capture users' search intent more precisely based
on A2SH.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 describes the
elementary building blocks of the proposed A2SH, including the concept classier-
s, attribute classiers, and hierarchical semantic similarity function. Section 5.3
elaborates the automatic and interactive image retrieval based on the proposed
A2SH. Experimental results and analysis are reported in Section 5.4, followed by
conclusions and future work in Section 5.5.
5.2 Attribute-augmented Semantic Hierarchy
In this section, we rst present a denition of the proposed Attribute-augmented
Semantic Hierarchy (A2SH) as follows:
Denition 1. Attribute-augmented Semantic Hierarchy is a directed acyclic graph
H = (C;A; EC ; ECA), consisting of a set of concepts C = fcg, a pool of attributes
A = fag, a set of concept-concept edges EC, where an edge is an ordered pair of
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concepts in C  C, and a set of concept-attribute edges ECA, where an edge is an
unordered pair of a concept and an attribute in CA. The set of attributes linked
to concept c is Ac.
A2SH organizes semantic concepts from general to specic, where each con-
cept is augmented with a set of related attributes. These attributes comprehensively
describe the multiple semantic facets of the concept, and span a local semantic space
tailored to the concept. Next, we equip A2SH with concept classiers, attribute
classiers, and a hierarchical semantic similarity function. In particular, each of
the concept classiers predicts the presence of a semantic concept c in images. The
attribute classiers for the attributes Ac linked to concept c predict the presence of
the attributes in the context of c. With such hierarchy, a given image can be repre-
sented as the responses from the concept classiers as well as the linked attribute
classiers, leading to a hierarchical semantic interpretation consisting of semantics
at multiple levels. The similarity between two images is computed by the hierar-
chical semantic similarity function, which aggregates their local similarities in the
context of their common semantic concepts at multiple levels. A local semantic
metric is learnt in the local semantic space of each concept.
5.2.1 Hierarchical Concept Learning
A concept classier fc :X 7!f 1;+1g predicts whether an image belongs to concept
c, where X is an arbitrary feature space. Generally, given the concept classiers
in a hierarchy, the semantic path of an image can be eciently predicted by the
classiers in a top-down fashion [133, 89]. Here, a semantic path P is a set of multi-
level semantics P=(c0! :::!cn) from the root c0 and satises 8i > 0, fci(x)=+1.
Next, we introduce the learning of the concept classiers.
One way to learn each concept classier is to use the conventional \one-vs-
all" strategy, that is, learning the classier by the images are from the concept
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as positive samples and images from others as negative samples. However, this
strategy neglects the hierarchical relation among concepts, resulting in classiers
ineective for hierarchical classication. Another way for concept classier learning
is to locally train the classier for a concept by using the images from its siblings
as negative samples [89]. However, this local training strategy results in classiers
that suer from the \error propagation" problem. For example, if a classier fails
at higher levels, it is hard for successive classiers at lower levels to stop the error
since they may never seen such error as a negative sample. To address the above
problems, we here use the \hierarchical one-vs-all" strategy [133] to learn concept
classiers by exploiting the hierarchical relation among concepts and collecting
training samples globally in the hierarchy. In particular, the positive training set
Pos(c) and the negative training set Neg(c) are constructed as follows:
Pos(c) = fIi; s:t: L(Ii) \ (c [ descend(c))g;
Neg(c) = fIi; s:t: Ii =2 Pos(c)g;
(5.1)
where L(Ii)  C is the set of concept labels for sample Ii. For each concept c, the
positive training set Pos(c) consists of images labeled as either the concept itself
or one of its descendant concepts; while the negative training set Neg(c) contains
images which are not in Pos(c). Based on Pos(c) and Neg(c), we train a binary
linear Support Vector Machine (SVM) as the concept classier fc.
5.2.2 Hierarchical Attribute Learning
As aforementioned, we augment the concepts in a semantic hierarchy using a pool of
attributes. Here, we exploit two types of attributes, including nameable attributes
and unnameable attributes. Nameable attributes refer to the attributes that
are human-nameable, such as the visual appearances and sub-components of a
concept [173]. Moreover, a bunch of discriminative properties among concepts,
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such as \properties that dog has but cat do not" are automatically discovered.
These discriminative properties are termed as unnameable attributes, since they
are hard to be articulated explicitly by human. Such unnameable attributes are
important in depicting a concept especially when the concept shares most of the
nameable attributes with many others concepts. For example, \dog" and \cat" may
share many nameable attributes, such as \furry", \tail", etc. while unnameable
attributes need to be learned to dierentiate the fur of cats from that of dogs using
image examples. Together they oer a comprehensive description of the multiple
facets of a concept.
5.2.2.1 Nameable Attribute Learning
A nameable attribute classier f ca :V 7!f 1;+1g predicts the presence of a name-
able attribute a of concept c in an image, where V is an arbitrary visual feature
space. This classier is learnt in the context of c, i.e., using the positive sam-
ples of c with ground truth labelings of attribute a. Note that attributes normally
correspond to partial visual cues of the whole image. For example, a component
attribute may only appear at one or more regions in the image, and an appearance
attribute may correspond to only partial channels of visual descriptors. Hence, the
visual feature V describing the whole image may not characterize the attributes
well. This motivates us to perform feature selection towards selecting the most
informative feature Vca for learning the attribute classier f ca.
We propose a hierarchical feature selection mechanism to select features in
a bottom-up fashion [40, 173]. Without loss of generality, we start with selecting
visual features Vca for attribute a in the context of concept c. Suppose we have
already selected the most informative features Vc0a for attribute a in the context of




The base features serve as a set of candidate features, from which we perform
feature selection to discover the most informative features for learning a in the con-
text of c. Intuitively, selecting features from the base features eVca instead of the raw
feature V leads to more informative features for learning attribute a. For example,
it is more eective to select features for the attribute \head" of \animal" from the
union of the features for `head" of \dog", \cat", etc. Given the positive samples Ic
of c labeled with/without attribute a, we train an `1-norm linear regressor to select
Vca from eVca. For attributes appearing in most of Ic, there are insucient negative
samples of a left. In order to learn an eective linear regressor, we instead access
the images of c's ancestors until sucient negative samples of a are collected. The
regression results in a sparse set of model parameters where the nonzero elements
correspond to feature dimensions that are selective for a. By selecting the nonzero
dimensions of eVca, we nally get the most informative feature Vca, based on which
we train a linear SVM as the attribute classier f ca.
5.2.2.2 Unnameable Attribute Discovery
Since unnameable attributes are usually hard to be articulated by humans, we
cannot manually label images being positive/negative to an unnameable attribute
and thus cannot obtain unnameable attributes classiers by supervised learning.
Hence, we propose to automatically discover unnameable attributes in an unsuper-
vised fashion. Inspired by [99], we dene unnameable attributes as the hypotheses
that help in distinguishing a concept and its siblings. Next, we detail an iterative
approach for discovering unnameable attributes in the context of concept c.
At each iteration t, we maintain an attribute set At containing nameable
attributes of the concepts Cc = c[sibling(c), and unnameable attributes discovered
thus far. We are concerned with the classication among the images of the concepts
in Cc, denoted as I, represented by the responses from the attribute classiers of At.
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We use a nearest neighbor classier to classify I into Cc. Based on the classication
result, we construct a symmetric confusion matrix2, which can be viewed as a fully
connected graph whose nodes correspond to Cc. A strong edge weight indicates high
confusion between the concepts linked by the edge. Next, we perform a spectral
clustering algorithm on this graph to obtain several clusters. Each cluster is a
subset of concepts that are most confused with each other. For images in the i-
th cluster, we employ an unsupervised max-margin clustering algorithm [175] to
generate a hyperplane separating them into two classes. The hyperplane serves as
a hypothesis that helps in distinguishing the most confused concepts in the i-th
cluster. We regard the hypothesis as an unnameable attribute ai. Then, we learn
a linear SVM classier f cai for ai using the images of the two classes split by ai.
Finally, suppose that we have discovered m unnameable attributes at iteration t,
we add them to the attribute set At+1 fAt; a1; :::; amg, which is in turn used for
the next iteration. The discovery process ends if no more new hypotheses can be
found.
5.2.3 Hierarchical Semantic Similarity Learning
From the concept and attribute classiers learnt above, we can generate a hierar-
chical semantic representation of an image as f(c0! :::! cn); (zc0 ; :::; zcn)g, where
(c0! :::! cn) is the semantic path predicted by concept classiers, c0 is the root
of the hierarchy and (zc0 ; :::; zcn) is the local semantic representations in terms of
attributes along the path. Specically, zc is composed by the responses from the






(x); :::; f cajAcj(x)
iT
; (5.3)
where f ca is the classier for attribute a 2 Ac. We normalize f ca into the range of
[0; 1] by a probabilistic strategy [122].
2It is constructed by the sum of the original confusion matrix and its transposition.
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With such hierarchical semantic representation of images, we formulate a
hierarchical semantic similarity function to precisely characterize the semantic sim-
ilarities between images by aggregating their local similarities along their common





s(Ii; Ij; c); (5.4)
where Pij is the common semantic path of image Ii and Ij, s(Ii; Ij; c) is the local
similarity between Ii and Ij in the context of c along the path Pij.
There are two conventional ways to dene s(Ii; Ij; c). The rst is to set
s(Ii; Ij; c) to 1, such that S(Ii; Ij) is reduced to the length of the common path of
Ii and Ij. This lacks the ne characterization of the semantic anities between
the images along the path. The second is to calculate s(Ii; Ij; c) as the visual sim-
ilarity. This measurement suers from the discrepancy between visual similarity
and semantic similarity. Hence they are both unable to characterize the semantic
anities between images well. In order to precisely characterize the semantic sim-
ilarities between images, we propose to learn a local semantic metric in the local
semantic space of each concept.
5.2.3.1 Local Semantic Metric Learning
We dene the local semantic distance between two images in the local semantic









(zci   zcj)TMc(zci   zcj); (5.5)
whereMc is a positive semi-denite symmetric matrix of size jAcjjAcj. Mc is the
local semantic metric, which needs to be learnt to bring together the images of the
same concept as close as possible and sperate the images of dierent concepts as far
as possible. In particular, withMc, we expect the neighbor samples within the same
semantic class c to be as close as possible, towards preserving the ne neighborhood
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relation within the class, and the samples from the siblings of c to be separated away
with a large margin. To achieve this, for image Ii 2 Pos(c), we require the distance
between Ii and its K-nearest neighbors Ij2Pos(c) as small as possible. Pos(c) are
the images belong to concept c. We denote j  i as such neighborhood. Moreover,
the distance between Ii and Ij should be smaller than that between Ii and any image
Ik from sibling concepts. Let S(c) denote the set of images of sibling concepts, we
can have a set of training triples as T = f(i; j; k) : j  i; Ii 2 Pos(c); Ik 2 S(c)g,











s:t: 8(i; j; k) 2 T ;
d2(zci ; z
c
k; c)  d2(zci ; zcj; c)  1  ijk;
ijk  0; Mc  0;
(5.6)
where  > 0 is the regularization constant and Mc  0 is the semi-denite con-
straint. We employ the LMNN solver [156] modied with the above dened training
triplets T to solve the metric learning problem. Note that solving the above prob-
lem is very ecient since the local semantic space is compact, i.e., the dimension of
Mc is low. With Mc we can compute the local semantic similarity between images
as:
s(Ii; Ij; c) = exp( d(zci ; zcj; c)); (5.7)
which is in turn used to compose the hierarchical semantic similarities in Eq. (5.4).
5.3 Image Retrieval with A2SH
In this section, we develop a content-based image retrieval system based on A2SH.
The system enables ecient and eective automatic retrieval and interactive re-
trieval with hybrid feedbacks.
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5.3.1 Automatic Retrieval with Hierarchical
Indexing
A2SH provides a much more ecient similarity search due to the aforementioned
compact hierarchical semantic representations. However, the cost of linear scan
of the entire database can be very high even for such a compact representation
especially for large-scale databases. In order to support ecient large-scale image
retrieval, we develop a hierarchical indexing strategy. All the images are indexed
hierarchically based on their semantic paths in the hierarchy. We dene an index
le as follows:
Indc := < c; child(c); Ic >; (5.8)
where child(c) is the children of the concept c, and Ic is the set of database images
whose predicted semantic paths terminate at c.
Given a query image Iq, the retrieval with the hierarchical indexing is as
follows. First, we generate the hierarchical semantic representation of Iq along its
semantic path c0 ! :::! cn based on A2SH. Next, we perform fast retrieval of
candidate images by looking-up the index le Indcn . The candidate images consist
of the images indexed by cn and its children child(cn). Note that the number
of candidate images is signicantly reduced as compared to the size of the entire
database. These candidate images are then ranked according to their hierarchical
semantic similarities to the query as in Eq. (5.4). In practice, as the semantic path
prediction may not be perfect, cn may not be exactly the same as the ground truth
semantic path terminal of the query image. To address this problem, we set a
look-back level b (b=3 in the experiments) and retrieve more candidate images by
the index le Indcn b . Note that when b=n, it retrieves all the database images as
candidates, degenerating to linear scan.
Next, we analyze the time complexity of the retrieval, including three major
steps: 1) semantic path prediction, 2) looking-up the index le to obtain candi-
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date images and 3) generating Top K results according to the hierarchical semantic
similarities of the candidate images. Denote the averaged fan-out (i.e., averaged
number of the children of a concept in the hierarchy) of A2SH as F , the averaged
leaf depth (i.e., averaged depth over all the leaves) as D, and the concept clas-
sier prediction cost as C. Therefore, we can estimate cost of the semantic path
prediction at O(nFC), where n  D + b is the average depth of the predicted
path, and the candidate images retrieval cost at O(FD n+b), which is the cost for
sub-hierarchy traversal. Note that C is a small constant, D and F are 6.3 and
3.8 in our ImageNet hierarchy, respectively. Hence, the prediction cost and the
candidate retrieval cost are very small, and the time cost for for retrieval is mainly
from the third step, i.e., ranking candidate images, which has a time complexity
of O(ndNc+Nc logNc), where d is the average dimensions of local semantic spaces,
and Nc is the number of the candidate images, which is much smaller than the size
of the entire database.
5.3.2 Interactive Retrieval with Hybrid Feedback
Because of the presence of the intention gap that hinders the understanding of
user search intent by the system, the results from automatic retrieval often do
not satisfy users' information needs. We therefore execute interactive retrieval by
involving users' interaction with the system. We propose a Hybrid Feedback (HF)
mechanism to help user deliver search intent by providing hybrid feedbacks on
both the attributes and images. In particular, we allow a user to give \yes"/\no"
feedbacks on attributes to state which attributes are in or not in his/her search
intent, as well as relevance judgements on images to indicate which images are
\relevant" or \irrelevant" to the intent. These hybrid feedbacks are then used
to generate a precise semantic interpretation of user intent based on the proposed
A2SH. By iteratively collecting user feedbacks and rening the retrieval, the system
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can shape user intent more accurately and narrow the search to target gradually.
Suppose we are at the t-th feedback iteration. The system records the \rele-
vant" images asRt and the \irrelevant" images asRt, as well as the \yes" attributes
as Bt and the \no" attributes as Bt. Suppose the hierarchical semantic represen-
tation of a query image is fQ = (c0! :::! cn);Z = (zc0 ; :::; zcn)g, where Q is the
semantic path and Z is the set of local semantic representations along the path.
We rene the query representation at iteration t: Zt, tailoring it to user intent by
incorporating semantic descriptions delivered by image feedbacks (i.e., Rt and Rt),
and attribute feedbacks (i.e., Bt and Bt). More specically, we rene the query
Zt to make it close to the semantic representation of relevant images while away
from that of the irrelevant ones. This renement is carried out along the semantic
path for every local semantic representation of the query, leading to a hierarchical
semantic interpretation of user intent. Formally, for 8c 2 Q, we have
zct+1[a] =z
c
t [a] + 
X
i2Rt






where  and  are trade-o parameters. Through image feedbacks, the semantic
representation of the query is shaped closer towards the semantic representations
of relevant images as well as farther away from those of irrelevant ones.
User feedbacks on attributes Bt and Bt state the desired and undesired at-
tributes, respectively. That is to say, the attributes in Bt are expected be included
in the query, while the attributes in Bt are not. Hence, we rene the query Zt by
setting the values on the dimensions corresponding to Bt as 1 and the values on the
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dimensions for Bt as 0. For 8c 2 Q, we have
8a 2 Ac; zct+1[a] =
8>>><>>>:
1; a 2 Bt;
0; a 2 Bt;
zct [a]; otherwise:
(5.10)
The resultant query Zt+1 is then used to generate the new search results
based on the aforementioned hierarchical semantic similarity function. Here, we
emphasize the semantic dimensions corresponding to the attributes in Bt and Bt
to make them contribute more to the similarity, since they encapsulate users' clear
intent on the attributes. Recall the distance function based on the local semantic
metric in Eq. (5.5). We notice that emphasizing the dimensions is equivalent to
giving large weights to the corresponding rows of the metric matrixMc in similarity
calculation. In our experiments, we set the weight to 0.7 for the rows corresponding
to the attributes in Bt and Bt, and 0.3 for the rest.
5.4 Experiments
In this section, we systematically evaluate the proposed Attribute-augmented Se-
mantic Hierarchy (A2SH) in content-based image retrieval. We rst evaluate the
elementary building blocks of A2SH. Then, we investigate the eectiveness of A2SH
in automatic and interactive image retrieval.
5.4.1 Settings
The data set and visual features used are the same as that described in Chap-
ter 4. We learnt linear SVM classiers for concepts and attributes by employing
LIBLINEAR toolbox1. We learnt `1 linear logistic regressors to select informative
features for learning attributes. For local metric learning, we deployed the LMNN
1http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/ cjlin/liblinear/
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toolbox [156] with training triplets conguration as described in Section 5.2.3.1.
The algorithmic parameters of the above models were tuned through ve-fold cross
validation. We applied the Weibull distribution [122] to normalize the responses
from attribute classiers.
To evaluate the eectiveness of the proposedA2SH in automatic retrieval, we
compared it against the following ve representative retrieval solutions, including
two at methods and three hierarchical ones. a) fVisual retrieves images based on
visual similarities with Eculidean metric; b) fSemantic represents each image into
a at semantic representation composed by the responses from the 1,322 concept
classiers and the 33 attribute classiers of the root concept. It then retrieves
images based on such representation using the `1 distance; c) hPath performs
retrieval based on the length of the common semantic path of an image and the
query; d) hVisual computes the similarities between any two images by aggregating
their visual similarities along their common semantic path, then conducts retrieval
based on such similarity, and e) hBilinear [27] retrieves images by the recently
proposed bilinear semantic metric which was reported to achieve the state-of-the-
art performance on ImageNet dataset.
To evaluate the eectiveness of A2SH in interactive retrieval, we compared
it with AF, QPM and SVM introduced in Section 4.4.1.
We conducted the evaluation in two settings with a xed number of feedbacks
and a xed time limit, respectively. In the rst setting, we conducted ve feedback
iterations with 20 feedbacks per iteration. For the QPM and SVM methods, 20
feedbacks on top 20 images were collected in each iteration. For the AF and our
A2SH methods, the same number of feedbacks were collected, including 5 attribute
feedbacks and 15 image feedbacks. Five informative attributes were suggested in
each iteration for soliciting attribute feedbacks. We here employed the suggestion





















































































Figure 5.2: Performance at dierent depth levels measured by Average AUC: (a)
concept classifers; (b) nameable attribute classiers; (d) classication by exploiting
unnameable attributes; (e) local semantic metrics. The average AUC at a depth
level is obtained by averaging the AUC values of all the classiers at that level.
The average number of unnameable attribute discovered at dierent depth levels is
shown in the subgure (c). The depth of the root is 0.
puter according to the ground truth of the query category on the images and the
association between the attributes and the category. In the setting of xed time
limit, we invited 25 novice users to interact with the system through the above four
feedback methods, respectively. We did not constrain the numbers of feedbacks and
iterations and allowed the users to interact with the system in a free way. Since
it is time-consuming to and labor-intensive for users to evaluate a large number of
queries. We randomly selected 10 images from each leaf concept as queries, giving
rise to 9,580 queries in total, and assigned these queries to the users approximately
evenly with no overlap between them. We set the time limit to 2 minutes in the
experiments. For a given query in all the above evaluations, we used the search
results from the best automatic retrieval method, i.e., the proposed A2SH, as the
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initial results for interactive retrieval.
For retrieval evaluation metric, besides AP@K, we adopted the hierarchical
Average Precision at top K retrieved images (hAP@K). Denote R as the number
of relevant images in the database. At any ranked position j (1 j K), let Rj
be the number of relevant images in the top j results and let Ij = 1 if the j-th







where Djq is the depth of the lowest common ground truth ancestor of ground-truth
concept of the image ranked at position j and the query, Dq is the depth of the
ground truth concept of the query. The intuition of hAP@K is that if a returned
image does not exactly match the query, it is expected to be as semantically close
to the query as possible, in order for a better user experience. We averaged the
AP@K and hAP@K over all the queries to compute the MAP@K and hMAP@K,
which are overall performance metrics.
5.4.2 Results
Figure 5.2(a) presents the average AUC values of the concept classiers at dierent
depth levels in the hierarchy [29]. From these results, we can see that the concept
classiers at most levels achieve an average AUC above 0.9 except those at depth
8 and 9 with the average AUC of 0.89 and 0.88, respectively. The performance
of attribute classiers is illustrated in Figure 5.2(b), from which we can see that
the attribute classiers at every level obtain an average AUC higher than 0.9.
These results demonstrate the eectiveness of our concept and attribute classiers
in capturing the semantics of image content.
A bunch of unnameable attributes are discovered to complement the name-
able attributes for better characterizing a concept. Figure 5.2(c) shows the average
number of unnameable attributes discovered for the concepts at dierent depth
levels. As aforementioned, we have no ground truth of the unnameable attributes
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on images and thus cannot evaluate the performance of their classiers directly.
Alternatively, we evaluated the eectiveness of unnameable attributes in improving
the accuracy of distinguishing sibling concepts. In particular, for each set of sibling
concepts in the hierarchy, we used the nearest neighbor classier to classify their
images based on the local semantic representations with or without unnameable
attributes. The classication performance is illustrated in Figure 5.2(d). From the
results, we can see that the discovered unnameable attributes can improve the clas-
sication performance signicantly. This indicates that the unnameable attributes
can help to provide a more comprehensive and discriminative description of the
multiple facets of a concept.
We evaluated the eectiveness of the local semantic metrics as follows. We
used the local semantic metric of each concept to help classifying the images of the
concept from those of all its siblings by using the 5-nearest neighbor classier [156].
We compared the local semantic metrics again the widely used `1 distance. The
classication performance comparison is illustrated in Figure 5.2(e). We can see
that the proposed local semantic metric outperforms the `1 distance signicantly at
every depth level. It achieves relative improvement 10.7% at various depth levels
on average. This demonstrates the eectiveness of the local semantic metric and
its capacity in composing an eective hierarchical semantic similarity to precisely
characterize the semantic anities among images.
Figure 5.3 illustrates the performance comparison between the proposed
A2SH and the other ve automatic retrieval methods. Illustrative examples are
shown in Figure 5.5. We can see that A2SH achieves the best retrieval performance
in terms of both MAP and hMAP at all the top K results as compared to the oth-
er methods. The performance improvements of A2SH over the other methods are
signicant. For example, A2SH improves the performance by 22.4%, 23.1%, 41.5%,




































Figure 5.3: Performance of automatic image retrieval over the 95,800 queries.
Bilinear, fSemantic, hPath, and hVisual methods, respectively. The corresponding
performance improvements in terms of hMAP are 7.3%, 20.2%, 31.3%, and 26.5%,
respectively. These results demonstrate the eectiveness of A2SH in image retrieval.
The superiority of A2SH to the other methods arises from the following aspects: a)
A2SH models the semantics of images in the form of a hierarchical semantic repre-
sentation consisting of multiple levels of concepts, each of which is associated with
a local semantic representation in terms of related attributes. Such hierarchical
semantic representation provides a more comprehensive and more precise interpre-
tation of image semantics; and b) The hierarchical similarity function in A2SH is
able to characterize the semantic similarities among images more accurately by
assembling the local semantic metrics in the context of various concepts.
Table 5.1: Average retrieval time per query of automatic image retrieval over the
95,800 queries.
Method fVisual fSemantic hVisual hBilinear A2SH
Time (ms) 1:18 104 3:62 103 7:42 102 4:47 102 70.6
Table 5.1 lists the average retrieval time per query of the ve automatic
retrieval over the 95,800 queries by the ve approaches. We can observe that A2SH
provides highly ecient retrieval. It signicantly reduces the retrieval time by
several orders of magnitude as compared to the other methods. The reasons are two
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folds. First, A2SH represents images in the form of a compact hierarchical semantic
representation that faciliates fast similarity computation. Second, the hierarchical
indexing in A2SH signicantly reduces the size of the search space. For the sake of
fair comparison, we also accelerated the other four retrieval methods using indexing
techniques. In particular, hVisual was carried out based on the hierarchical indexing
in our A2SH system. hBilinear was accelerated using the indexing technique in [27].
Here, we do not list the time cost of the hPath method, since it is a sub-procedure
of A2SH and hVisual, i.e., retrieving candidate images from the hierarchical index
les. The fSemantic method was accelerated by indexing the semantic concepts
and attributes using inverted les. We also indexed the low-level visual features,
which are high-dimensional and sparse as described in Section 3.5.1, by inverted
les to accelerate the visual retrieval in fVisual and hVisual.
Figure 5.4 illustrates the performance of interactive retrieval with ve feed-
back iterations in terms of MAP and hMAP at the top 20, 50, and 100 search
results, respectively. Illustrative examples are shown in Figure 5.5. Since we have
compared the performance of AF , SVM, QPM in Section 4.4 and AF achieves the
best, we only compare A2SH and AF. Here, we extended AF to HF including feed-
backs on images. From these results, the following observations can be obtained:
a) The proposed A2SH based interactive retrieval approach outperforms the other
three methods at every iteration and for all the top 20, 50, and 100 results; b)
A2SH signicantly reduces the interaction eorts while achieving comparable per-
formance to the other three methods. For example, consider the MAP at top 20
results, A2SH obtains a comparable performance at the 3rd iteration as compared
to HF. In other words, A2SH can reduce labeling eorts by about 40% compared to
the HF; and c) The superiority of A2SH to HF demonstrates that A2SH can infer
user intent more accurately from the feedbacks at multiple semantic levels.

































































































Figure 5.4: Performance of interactive retrieval with ve feedback iterations over
the 95; 800 queries.
with a xed time limit of 2 minutes. From these results, we can see that the
proposed A2SH achieves the best performance in terms of both MAP and hMAP at
all the top 20, 50, and 100 results. This demonstrates that A2SH shapes user intent
more precisely and quickly within the same interaction time and can generate more







QPM after 5 iterations
HF after 5 iterations
A
2
SH after 5 iterations
Query: Beer Bottle
Figure 5.5: Illustrative examples of the automatic and interactive retrieval (after
5 iterations) based on A2SH and other baselines. The red rectangles are the exact
matched results and the yellow rectangles are the semantically similar results.
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Table 5.2: Performance of interactive retrieval with 2-minute time limit over the
9; 580 queries.
MAP(%) hMAP(%)
RF Methods @20 @50 @100 @20 @50 @100
A2SH 24.67 22.80 22.03 68.37 66.04 64.08
HF 22.59 21.38 20.63 62.84 60.20 58.54
QPM 21.24 20.53 19.52 58.00 56.73 55.83
SVM 21.56 20.08 19.15 58.50 57.18 55.45
5.5 Summary
In this chapter, we proposed a novel Attribute-augmented Semantic Hierarchy
(A2SH) which organizes the semantic concepts from general to specic, and aug-
ments each semantic concept with a set of related attributes, which are specication-
s of the multiple facets of the concept and act as an intermediate bridge connecting
the concept and low-level visual features. We learned the concept classiers, at-
tribute classiers, and hierarchical similarity function to equip A2SH. Based on
the proposed A2SH, we developed a content-based image retrieval system that sup-
ports both automatic retrieval and interactive retrieval with user feedbacks. A
hybrid feedback mechanism was developed to collect broad array of feedbacks on
attributes and images. These feedbacks were then utilized to improve the retrieval
based on A2SH. We systematically evaluated the A2SH based image retrieval sys-
tem on a large-scale corpus of over one million Web images. The experimental
results demonstrated the eectiveness of A2SH in bridging the semantic and inten-







In this thesis, we conducted a thorough study on how the attributes may help in
CBIR, towards bridging the semantic gap and the intention gap.
First, we developed attribute learning algorithms to learn the reliable at-
tribute classiers, which are fundamental to eective image retrieval. Specically,
we proposed to simultaneously select informative visual cues and to learn attribute
classiers. Furthermore, when concept labels of training images are available, we ex-
plicitly exploited the labels of training at both the attribute-level and concept-level
to decorrelate attribute feature dimensions from concept. By doing this, we expect
to learn attribute classiers that generalize well to images from various concepts.
Second, we exploited attributes as semantic image representations and intro-
duced the attribute-based image retrieval framework. Specically, we presented a
new relevance feedback scheme, termed Attribute Feedback (AF). At each interac-
tive iteration, AF rst determines the most informative binary attributes for binary
attribute feedbacks which specify which attributes are of users' interest. Moreover,
the binary attribute feedbacks are then augmented by attribute anity feedback-
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s which describe the distance between users' envisioned image(s) and a retrieved
image with respect to the referenced attribute.
Third, when a semantic hierarchy is available to structure the concepts of
images, we can further boost the attribute-based image retrieval by exploiting the
hierarchy. We presented a novel Attribute-augmented Semantic Hierarchy (A2SH)
that further bridges the semantic and intention gaps in CBIR. A2SH organizes the
semantic concepts into multiple semantic levels and augments each concept with a
set of related attributes, which describe the multiple facets of the concept and act
as the intermediate bridge connecting the concept and low-level visual content. To
better capture the users' search intent, a hybrid feedback mechanism was developed,
which collects hybrid feedbacks on attributes and images.
We systematically conducted experiments on a large-scale real-world We-
b image data sets, and conclusively demonstrated the eectiveness of the above
proposed attribute-based image retrieval architecture.
6.2 Future Work
6.2.1 Building Universal Attribute Classiers
We would like to pursue a universal attribute bank of classiers (a.k.a., lters).
Given an image, the image representation by attributes is obtained by collecting
all the responses from the attribute classiers in the bank. That is to say, once we
have trained the attribute bank, it is expected to perform universally well in all
image domain. In order to acquire a bank like this, there are two diculties we
have to resolve.
First, we should collaborate with domain experts, linguists, and cognitive
scientist to build a universal attribute lexicon. So far, almost every piece of attribute
research is done according to ad hoc lexicon that is merely application-orientated.
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Such lexicon may be redundant (e.g., \head", \eye"), ambiguous (e.g., subjective
adjective like \smooth"), and non-visual (e.g., functionalities like \can run, y,
etc"). Therefore, we may need a standard dataset, labeled with a proper attribute
lexicon, for training attribute models.
Second, the responses of attribute classiers should be as repeatable as pos-
sible. This is a grand challenge in computer vision. Fortunately, recent work has
preliminarily shown that we do not have to strictly require accurate attribute mod-
els [80, 33, 144]. However, we still need more rigorous theoretic analysis on the
tolerance for imperfect attribute classiers [55].
Third, the value of the attribute classier response should convey compara-
tive semantic. Due to the loss function of the binary classier model, larger/smaller
responses may not indicate relative semantics. For example, even though \ girae"
has longer \leg" than \dog", the \leg" lter response on \girae" may not be larger
than that on \dog". Even worse, if we do not carefully calibrate the classiers, the
response may fail to tell the probability of the binary choice: presence or absence.
The work on relative attribute [100] may resolve this problem to some extent. How-
ever, it requires much higher training cost and heavier annotation eort. The work
on Weibull response normalization [122] shows an intriguing future direction along
investigating the underlying nature of attributes.
6.2.2 Automatic Attribute Discovery in User Generated
Content
User Generated Content (UGC) is the major contribution for today's multimedia
resources on the Web. One characteristic of UGC is that the domain is constantly
changing, which may be problematic when it shifts to domains that are not well
studied by domain experts. Therefore, it will be necessary to nd an alternative
way to build an attribute bank without hand labeled training data. To this end,
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we would like to develop techniques that automatically discover attributes in UGC.
Inspired by work on unsupervised binary hypothesis discovery [99, 107], we
may rst be able to discover a bunch of candidate attributes. and all that left for us
to do is to name them. Or, formally, we need to nd appropriate correspondence
between the candidate hypothesis and the noisy UGC textual labels. Note this
task is quite challenging since not all visual properties are explicitly narrated by
users [6]. A possible relaxed solution is to choose exemplar images and its associated
descriptions to represent, instead of to name, an attribute.
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